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1 Introduction 

Transportation modeler professionals often have to make compromise between detail, effort 

and efficiency when they create the abstract representation of a specific road network segment. 

A detailed model may produce results closer to reality, but with limited amount of resources it 

is not efficient to refine the model further than a certain point. Resources usually mean time 

and money allocated for surveys, data collection and processing. Simplifications implied by the 

abstraction of a road network into a directed graph – complemented by a great amount of data 

– are carried further by these compromises. One specific topological simplification appears 

amongst the first steps of creating the network model’s graph: when there is no information 

about smaller subnetworks of a large scale transportation model and the segments presumably 

have small impact on the model at the required level of detail, these subnetworks are omitted 

from the graph. To give an example it is easy to understand that in a regional or countrywide 

detail the minor streets of every settlement have very little impact on model results, but the 

effort to include them may be higher than the creation of the significant network elements. 

Nevertheless it is also next to impossible to acquire reasonable traffic data for all these 

subnetworks. At this step it is also reasonable to exclude those junctions from the model graph 

where these subnetworks intersect other parts of the modeled network. One significant reason 

behind this exclusion is that the time-complexityI of the most common Dijkstra shortest path 

search algorithms is in the range of 𝑂(𝑉 ∙ log(𝑉) + 𝐸) ÷ 𝑂(𝑉2 + 𝐸) depending on 

implementation (Even, 2012) – V being the number of nodes (vertices in graph theory) and E 

being the number of links (edges) in the graph subject to the search. Thus having elements with 

no vital effect on the model itself usually is not advised. The exclusion of several junctions 

from the network model may have some impact on accuracy since these intersections might 

represent constraints or even bottlenecks on real life traffic flow. In these cases the parameters 

(capacity, speed etc.) of the affected links are modified to account for the discrepancy. 

Although previously mentioned modeling considerations are suitable for usual modeling tasks, 

these methods are far from perfect. Junction-induced time delays are as dependent on the traffic 

volume as they are for road sections, where there are well established functions at hand to 

determine travel time increments in function of traffic volume: these are the Volume-Delay 

Functions (short term: VDF). 

                                                 
I In computer science time complexity describes the temporal requirement of completing an algorithm. A common 

method is to express time complexity asymptotically, using the big-O notation. Since time requirements vary on 

the structure of algorithm input, the worst-case complexity is used to assess an algorithm’s efficiency. Dijkstra’s 

algorithm is asymptotically the fastest algorithm for the required operation. 
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The intention of the current research is to incorporate junction-induced time delays into road-

section specific volume delay functions, to remove guesswork from network modeling, to give 

precise description of the effects of specific junctions on traffic flow. By using the same 

formulae as road-section specific volume delay functions it shall be possible to redefine only 

the parameter set of the function for the road sections in question without the need to alter 

existing modeling environments but still including accurate delay models for omitted junctions. 

Details of the research and achieved results are separated into three chapters (number 3, 4, and 

5). The structure of the dissertation is as follows: 

- Chapter 2 gives a brief overview of the relevant terms of transportation modeling, 

algorithms and mechanisms affected by volume-delay functions. As there were no 

research works available on this topic, literature review is focused on concurrent VDF 

types. 

- Chapter 3 details the identification of junction-specific volume-delay function. 

- Chapter 4 establishes the boundaries where traffic disturbances may be expected 

during the assessment of superposing intersection effects. 

- Chapter 5 gives a numeric solution for function fitting and describes the effects of 

junction superposition. Determined parameters are also listed for application of 

junctions-specific VDFs in existing and future transportation modeling scenarios. 

- APPENDIX A details the program code of software developed by the author to 

support the research. 

- APPENDIX B displays microsimulation model schematics in reference of chapter 5. 

- APPENDIX C presents a sample of microsimulation results acquired during 

examinations described in chapter 4. 
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2 Overview 

2.1 Relevant methodology 

To create a new group of delay functions, first it is necessary to examine the current 

methodology of volume-delay function application. It is vital to have a concise view about 

where these functions apply, how they operate, and what the difference is between various 

function formulae. Addressing these concerns, the following paragraphs give a short description 

of transportation modeling procedures and details about algorithms directly affected by delay 

functions. 

2.1.1 General modeling procedures 

(Ortúzar & Willumsen, 2011) (Vasvari, 2014c) 

In short terms the model of a road network is a directed graph, where nodes (vertices) and links 

(edges) represent junctions and road sections of the physical road network. These network 

objects contain numerous attributes beside their topology, augmenting a plain graph’s features 

to describe a network as complex and multi-faceted as a transportation network. 

The first step in creating and evaluating a transportation network model is network coding. It is 

the creation of objects to build the aforementioned network graph, and association of data with 

these objects to turn the graph into a transportation network model. The basic elements of every 

model are nodes – representing road junctions, links – road sections connecting the junctions, 

and zones – entry and exit point of traffic flow to and from the modeled network. Following 

the classical four-stage transportation modeling procedure, operations after network coding are: 

trip generation, trip distribution, mode choice, traffic assignment. This classical structure was 

elaborated in the 1960s and – at its core – is still in use today, incorporating some of the major 

improvements in modeling techniques throughout the years since then. 

Trip generation determines aggregated trip counts on a per-zone basis, in other words, the 

number of travelers entering and exiting the network at every zone. The number of generated 

trips are dependent on demographic factors. These are split into two categories detailed in  

Table 1. 
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Factors affecting trip production 

(‘origin’ traffic): 

Factors affecting trip attraction  

(‘destination’ traffic): 

- revenues 

- car ownership 

- family size 

- household structure 

- land value 

- residential density 

- accessibility 

- roofed space available for  

 industrial 

 commercial 

 other services 

- employment rate 

Table 1: Demographic factors of trip generation 

A simple example of trip generation is the method of growth-factor modeling, where the 

number of trips in a future scenario depend on the current number of trips (the method of course 

implies the preliminary sampling of household survey or census data). 

𝑇𝑖 = 𝐹𝑖 ∙ 𝑡𝑖 (2-1) 

where 𝑇𝑖 and 𝑡𝑖 are future and current trip counts of zone i, 𝐹𝑖  being the growth factor with a 

definition of 

𝐹𝑖 =
𝑓(𝑃𝑖

𝑑 , 𝐼𝑖
𝑑 , 𝐶𝑖

𝑑)

𝑓(𝑃𝑖
𝑐, 𝐼𝑖

𝑐, 𝐶𝑖
𝑐)

 
(2-2) 

where P, I and C are respectively population, income and car ownership, indices d and c 

denoting design (future) and current states. 

Trip distribution separates the generated trips by zone pairs, thus determines the number of 

origin- and destination trips for every relation on the network. When the current trip patterns 

are known, and the future state does not include structural changes either on the network or the 

demand side, a growth-factor model is used to determine the proposed traffic demand. This 

simple approach is not suitable for models where the previous two constraints are relaxed. In 

those cases synthetic distribution of the travel demand is necessary. The best-known model 

developed to assist forecasting in these circumstances is the gravity model. A generalized form 

of the model function is: 

𝑇𝑖𝑗 = 𝛼 ∙ 𝑂𝑖 ∙ 𝐷𝑗 ∙ 𝑓(𝐶𝑖𝑗) (2-3) 

where proportionality factor 𝛼 is expanded as the product of balancing factors 𝐴𝑖 and 𝐵𝑗, O and 

D are origin and destination traffic (results of trip generation), and deterrence f is a function of 

generalized travel costs 𝐶𝑖𝑗 which can be described as: 
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𝐶𝑖𝑗 = 𝑎1 ∙ 𝑡𝑖𝑗
𝑣 + 𝑎2 ∙ 𝑡𝑖𝑗

𝑤 + 𝑎3 ∙ 𝑡𝑖𝑗
𝑡 + 𝑎4 ∙ 𝑡𝑖𝑗

𝑛 + 𝑎5 ∙ 𝐹𝑖𝑗 + 𝑎6 ∙ 𝜑𝑗 + 𝛿 (2-4) 

upper indices of time-related costs denoting in-vehicle travel time (v), walking time to and from 

public transport stops or parking lots (w), waiting time spent at stops or at parking lots finding 

a parking space (t), interchange between modes of transport (n), and 𝐹𝑖𝑗being a monetary charge 

as fare costs or vehicle operating costs, all referring to a trip between zones i and j. 𝜑𝑗 is a 

terminal cost (e.g parking cost), and 𝛿 is a modal penalty representing all other attributes which 

are not included in the previous generalized cost variables. Weights 𝑎1 through 𝑎6 are attached 

to each cost element. To achieve the generalized costs between each zone pair ij a shortest path 

search algorithms are employed (see below). 

Constraints on the process of trip distribution are: 

∑𝑂𝑖
𝑖

=∑𝐷𝑗
𝑗

=∑∑𝑇𝑖𝑗
𝑗

𝑖

   

(2-5) 

Due to interdependency of balancing factors 𝐴𝑖 and 𝐵𝑗 the solution of problem (2-3) – under its 

constraints – is through an iterative matrix-balancing procedure analogous to Furness (Furness, 

1965) or Lohse (Schnabel & Lohse, 1997). 

Mode choice distributes trips between different means of travel (e.g. car, bicycle, public 

transport, etc.). Factors affecting mode choice are numerous and can be grouped into three 

classes: 

- Traveler characteristics (car availability, possession of driving license, etc…) 

- Journey characteristics (trip purpose, traveling alone or in a group, etc…) 

- Characteristics of the transportation facilities (travel time, cost, comfort, safety, etc…) 

All characteristics are incorporated into generalized costs similar to the method introduced 

earlier, then a choice model is used to distribute the number of trips between modes of travel. 

The following example gives trip proportions for every available mode with the Kirchhoff 

formulation: 

𝑃𝑖𝑗
𝑘 =

(𝐶𝑖𝑗
𝑘)

−𝑛

∑ (𝐶𝑖𝑗
𝑘)

−𝑛

𝑘

   

(2-6) 

where k denotes the different modes of travel and n is a parameter to be calibrated to sample 

data. 
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Synthetic models for mode choice are available as well. Those approaches treat trip distribution 

and mode choice simultaneously, as both the previously mentioned gravity model and the 

choice model can be generated with an entropy-maximizing method. The details of these 

solutions is not the scope of this dissertation therefore omitted from the current discussion. 

Upon determining the traffic demand for each travel mode, traffic assignment is used to allocate 

trips to network elements. In transportation modeling practice there is a variety of different 

assignment methods as well. Most of them employs some part of the basic all-or-nothing 

assignment, which consists of only two major steps: first determining the lowest cost path 

between each zone pair, then assigning the travel demand of every relation to the network 

elements on these lowest cost paths. A refined but still basic version of the method is the 

incremental assignment where only a portion of the whole demand is assigned to the first-degree 

shortest paths, then after another shortest path search – on the partially loaded network – another 

portion of the travel demand is assigned to the shortest paths determined anew. This iteration 

proceeds until the last portion of the travel demand is dispensed to the network. A more 

sophisticated method (traffic equilibrium) is detailed in chapter 2.1.4. 

2.1.2 Shortest path search 

(Dijkstra, 1959) (Pallottino & Scutella, 1998) (Baptiste, 2007) 

Graphs of transportation networks are strongly connectedII and may contain numerous cyclesIII. 

In this environment, plain definition of ‘cost’ or ‘travel time’ between two zones are ambiguous, 

as there are almost certainly an infinite number of paths leading from one zone to the other. 

Travelers – at least in their everyday trips – tend to choose the most efficient solution to reach 

their destination. Taking advantage of this notion, influencing factors of travel cost are 

determined along the shortest path connecting start and end points of the trip (in this context, 

and throughout this whole paper the expression ‘shortest’ is used instead of ‘most efficient’ 

‘most feasible’ and ‘cheapest’). 

The reader should note that the statements above are only partially true as they rely on the 

assumption that trip makers have information about the most efficient path, and the choice they 

make is always rational. There are advanced modeling techniques to address individual 

preferences and stochastic effects in mode choice, but those solutions still build upon shortest 

path algorithms. By its importance, the structure of the Dijkstra algorithm is detailed in the 

                                                 
II A directed graph is strongly connected if each node may be reached from every other 
III A cycle in a graph is a sequence of adjacent nodes, starting and ending at the same node. 
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following paragraphs. It is both the most common algorithm in use today and serves as the 

basis for many other advanced shortest path search methods in transportation modeling. 

Dijkstra’s algorithm is a single-source shortest path algorithm. It starts from a single point 

(zone) on the network and systematically discovers the whole graph until every node has an 

assigned path length value. Therefore it not only determines the shortest path between two 

separate nodes (or zones) but from one specific node to every other. The sequence of links on 

separate paths may be composed from the backnode vector which is used as an operational 

variable through the process. The pseudo-codeIV and explanation of the algorithm is as follows. 

1. 𝝀(𝑣) ←  ∞ for each 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 

2. 𝜷(𝑣) ←  ∅ for each 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 

3. 𝝀(𝑠) ← 0 

4. 𝑇 ← {𝑠} 

5. 𝑃 ← ∅ 

6. while  𝑇 ≠ ∅  

7.  choose a node 𝑣 ∈ 𝑇 for which 𝝀(𝑣) is minimum 

8.  𝑇 ← 𝑇\{𝑣} 

9.  𝑃 ← 𝑃 ∪ {𝑣} 

10.  for every 𝑣
𝑒
→𝑤 

11.   if 𝑤 ∈ 𝑇 then 

12.    if  𝝀(𝑣) + Λ(𝑒) <  𝝀(𝑤) then 

13.     𝝀(𝑤) ←  𝝀(𝑣) + Λ(𝑒) 

14.     𝜷(𝑤) ← {𝑣} 

15.   else if 𝑤 ∉ 𝑃 then 

16.    𝝀(𝑤) ←  𝝀(𝑣) + Λ(𝑒) 

17.    𝜷(𝑤) ← {𝑣} 

18.    𝑇 ← 𝑇 ∪ {𝑤} 

Algorithm 1: Dijkstra’s shortest path search algorithm (Even, 2012) 

Where P is the set of visited (permanent) nodes, T is the set of (temporary) nodes to visit. Vector 

𝝀 is a collection of shortest length (in terms of distance, travel time, travel cost or any other 

                                                 
IV Algorithms and pseudo-codes included in the dissertation use vector and matrix element notation in parentheses, 

similar to computer code. This differs from the index notation of equations in the text. (e.g. a member of matrix A 

in the i-th row and j-th column is referred to as A(i,j) in pseudo-code but as Aij in equations). Henceforth vectors 

and matrices are marked with bold typeface in pseudo-codes. 
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factor, depending on implementation) of paths leading up to each node from starting node s. 

Vector 𝜷 is called a backnode-vector, the collection of previous nodes of shortest paths leading 

up to each node. Function Λ calculates the length of link e.  

After the algorithm has finished, the backnode vector 𝜷 may be decomposed into separate 

routes:  

1. 𝑹(𝑠, 𝑣) ←  ∅ for each 𝑣 ∈ 𝑉 

2. for every 𝜷(𝑣) 

3.  𝑤 ← {𝑣} 

4.  while 𝑤 ≢ 𝑠 

5.   𝑹(𝑠, 𝑣) ← 𝑹(𝑠, 𝑣) ∪ {𝑤
𝑒
→𝜷(𝑤)} 

6.   𝑤 ← 𝜷(𝑤) 

Algorithm 2: Decomposition of backnode vector into paths (own) 

Here matrix R is a matrix of sets of links, where element R(i,j) is the set of links on the route 

from node i to node j. 

It is clear from the introduction above that Dijkstra’s algorithm builds shortest path trees based 

upon the definition of length function Λ. On a loaded network the definition of Λ always consists 

of a time delay element to take congestion effects into account during the search. As it was 

mentioned earlier, time complexity of the algorithm varies between implementations from 

𝑂(𝑉 ∙ log(𝑉) + 𝐸) to 𝑂(𝑉2 + 𝐸) depending on the storage and retrieval of elements from set 

T – a Fibonacci heap being the most efficient (Mehlhorn & Sanders, 2008) solution.  

2.1.3 Traffic assignment 

(Bureau of Public Roads, 1964) (Bell & Iida, 1997) 

Traffic assignment itself have a strong relation to travel costs: trips are distributed along the 

shortest paths between zones which are determined by minimum travel costs. Since basic 

concepts (all-or-nothing and incremental assignment) were already mentioned earlier, there is 

no need to repeat the description, thus only the algorithm of incremental assignment is presented 

here (Algorithm 3). 
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1. 𝝋(𝑒) ← 0 for each 𝑒 ∈ 𝐸 

2. for each 𝝅(𝑛) 

3.  calculate 𝝀(𝑧) for each 𝑧 ∈ 𝑍 (i.e. using Dijkstra’s algorithm) 

4.  for each 𝑹(𝑖, 𝑗) 

5.   for each 𝑒 ∈ 𝑹(𝑖, 𝑗) 

6.    𝝋(𝑒) ← 𝝅(𝑛) ∙ 𝑻(𝑖, 𝑗) 

Algorithm 3: Incremental assignment (own) 

where Z is the set of nodes representing zones of the network. 

The importance of the algorithm in respect of volume-delay functions is that at every increment 

𝝅(𝑛) a new set of shortest paths must be determined according to current link volumes (flows) 

𝝋(𝑒). To determine shortest paths, the delay element of generalized cost must be recalculated 

for each link. 

2.1.4 Traffic equilibrium 

(Nagurney & Zhang, 1998) (Maerivoet & De Moor, 2005) (Correa & Stier-Moses, 2011) 

Although traffic equilibrium is often handled as a branch of assignment methods, its reliance 

on preliminary results makes it more logical to separate assignment and network balancing.  

Equilibrium at traffic assignment refers to Wardrop’s first principle and is also called user 

equilibrium. The principle states that “The journey times in all routes actually used are equal 

and less than those which would be experienced by a single vehicle on any unused route”. Its 

implication is that road users strive to minimize their own travel cost in a non-cooperative 

manner and the network state is in user-equilibrium when each trip is assigned to the lowest 

cost paths. This concept differs from the two basic assignment methods by requiring that after 

the assignment all trips between a zone pair have the same travel costs, considering actual traffic 

volumes on the network. The statement can be formulated into a convex optimization problem 

as it can be seen on the following paragraphs. 

Wardrop’s first principle regarding route costs 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑟 can be written as: 

𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑟 {
= 𝐶𝑖𝑗

𝑜𝑝𝑡    𝑇𝑖𝑗𝑟 > 0

≥ 𝐶𝑖𝑗
𝑜𝑝𝑡     𝑇𝑖𝑗𝑟 = 0

 

(2-7) 

where 𝑇𝑖𝑗𝑟 trips between zones i and j on route r are the number of trips under equilibrium 

conditions, and all 𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑟 costs are calculated after the whole network is loaded with all trips. 
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Calculation of link volumes is: 

𝑉𝑒 =∑∑∑𝑇𝑖𝑗𝑟 ∙ 𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑟
𝑒

𝑟
𝑗

𝑖

 

(2-8) 

where 𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑟
𝑒  is a simple dummy-variable, taking the value of 1 when link e is on the route r from 

zone i to zone j, and the value of zero otherwise. 

Then route costs can be written as: 

𝐶𝑖𝑗𝑟 =∑𝛿𝑖𝑗𝑟
𝑒 ∙ 𝑐𝑒(𝑉𝑒)

𝑒

 
(2-9) 

where 𝑐𝑒 is the particular cost function of link e. This function is dependent on the definition of 

generalized costs but almost always consists of a time delay element. 

To reach traffic equilibrium the following optimization problem must be solved: 

𝑍{𝑇𝑖𝑗𝑟} =∑∫ 𝐶𝑒(𝜐)d𝜐
𝑉𝑒

0
𝑒

→ 𝑚𝑖𝑛! (𝑣) 
(2-10) 

Subject to the trivial conditions of: 

∑𝑇𝑖𝑗𝑟
𝑟

= 𝑇𝑖𝑗 
(2-11) 

𝑇𝑖𝑗𝑟 ≥ 0 (2-12) 

The proof that the formulation above satisfies Wardrop’s equilibrium can be found in (Ortúzar 

& Willumsen, 2011). 

While the mathematical concept itself is short, its interpretation involves multiple layers of 

embedded iterations. The algorithm displayed below uses the false position method (regula 

falsi) (Bronstejn, Musiol, Mühlig, & Szemengyajev, 2002) for root finding (steps 16 to 26). The 

previously introduced matrix R has to be expanded to store not only one set of links (i.e. a route) 

for every ij pair but to store a set of routes which in turn store link sequences. Trip matrix T has 

to be extended in a similar way. Supporting these a route cost matrix C has to be introduced 

which has the same structure as the path matrix but its elements instead of link sequences are 

travel costs for each related route. Path costs can be determined directly from vector 𝝀 after a 

shortest path search. 
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1. Load the network with a suitable traffic assignment algorithm (e.g. incremental 

assignment), and store trip volumes,  shortest path routes and costs in matrices 𝑻(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑟), 

𝑹(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑟), 𝑪(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑟)  

2. while global convergence criteria are not met 

3.  for every (𝑖, 𝑗) pair of 𝑪(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑟) 

4.   휂
min(𝑪(𝑖,𝑗,𝑟))
←         𝑟 

5.   𝜗
max(𝑪(𝑖,𝑗,𝑟))
←         𝑟 

6.   while inner convergence criteria are not met 

7.    𝜎 ← 𝑻(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝜗) + 𝑻(𝑖, 𝑗, 휂) 

8.    휁 ←0 

9.    𝜔 ← 𝜎 

10.    𝑻(𝑖, 𝑗, 휂) ← 휁 

11.    𝑻(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝜗) ← 𝜎 − 𝑻(𝑖, 𝑗, 휂) 

12.    𝑪(휁) ← 𝑪(𝑖, 𝑗, 휂) − 𝑪(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝜗) 

13.    𝑻(𝑖, 𝑗, 휂) ← 𝜎 

14.    𝑻(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝜗) ← 𝜎 − 𝑻(𝑖, 𝑗, 휂) 

15.    𝑪(𝜔) ← 𝑪(𝑖, 𝑗, 휂) − 𝑪(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝜗) 

16.    while root finding criteria are not met 

17.     𝜇 ← 휁 −
𝑪(𝜁)∙(𝜁−𝜔)

𝑪(𝜔)−𝑪(𝜁)
 

18.     𝑻(𝑖, 𝑗, 휂) ← 𝜇 

19.     𝑻(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝜗) ← 𝜎 − 𝑻(𝑖, 𝑗, 휂) 

20.     𝑪(𝜇) ← 𝑪(𝑖, 𝑗, 휂) − 𝑪(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝜗) 

21.     if 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑪(휁)) = 𝑠𝑔𝑛(𝑪(𝜇)) 

22.      휁 ←  𝜇 

23.      𝑪(휁) ← 𝑪(𝜇) 

24.     else 

25.      𝜔 ←  𝜇 

26.      𝑪(𝜔) ← 𝑪(𝜇) 

27.    If 𝑻(𝑖, 𝑗, 휂) = 0 then 𝑹(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑟)\{𝑹(𝑖, 𝑗, 휂)} 

28.    If 𝑻(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝜗) = 0 then 𝑹(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑟)\{𝑹(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝜗)} 

29.    recalculate 𝑪(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑟)    ∀𝑟 

30.    휂
min(𝑪(𝑖,𝑗,𝑟))
←         𝑟 
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31.    𝜗
max(𝑪(𝑖,𝑗,𝑟))
←         𝑟 

32.  Calculate new 𝑪(𝑖, 𝑗, 𝑟) for each (𝑖, 𝑗) pair (i.e. using Dijkstra’s algorithm) 

Algorithm 4: Traffic equilibrium (own) 

In practical use (Ortúzar & Willumsen, 2011), (PTV AG, 2013) there are several convergence 

criteria for the iterative processes. 

- Absolute difference between the two balanced routes’ cost for relation ij is measured 

when balancing traffic volumes between two routes of the same relation (i.e. at the inner 

iteration).  

∆= |𝑐𝑖𝑗
𝑚𝑎𝑥 − 𝑐𝑖𝑗

𝑚𝑖𝑛| ≤  ∆𝑚𝑎𝑥 (2-13) 

- Relative difference of the two balanced route’s cost for relation ij. Checked at the same 

time as absolute difference 

𝜚 = |
𝑐𝑖𝑗
𝑚𝑎𝑥

𝑐𝑖𝑗
𝑚𝑖𝑛

− 1| ≤  𝜚𝑚𝑎𝑥 
(2-14) 

- Relative gap for the whole network is the rate of difference between a supposed ideal 

state (equilibrium) and the current state of the network. It has to be calculated only after 

each main iteration cycle: 

Γ = 1 −

∑ ∑ 𝑇𝑖𝑗 ∙ 𝑐𝑖𝑗
𝑜𝑝𝑡

𝑗
𝑖

∑∑ ∑ 𝑇𝑖𝑗𝑟 ∙ 𝑐𝑖𝑗𝑟
𝑟

𝑗
𝑖

 

(2-15) 

- No new routes are found at step 32 

- The total number of trips replaced is lower than one (integer). 

- And of course there must be a limit on the number of iteration steps to prevent an infinite 

loop during runtime. 

The importance of displaying equilibrium search in detail shows upon examining Algorithm 4: 

the large number of cost calculations are apparent. Recalculation of volume-dependent route 

costs is deeply embedded in the algorithm’s innermost cycle, it is required even without 

initiating a shortest path search. Since the algorithm relies on preliminary results of another 

traffic assignment procedure (e.g. incremental assignment) this multiplication of shortest path 

recalculations is not a relative increment but an absolute one. 
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2.2 Traffic flow characteristics 

(Hall F. L., 2001) (Maerivoet & De Moor, 2005) 

From the large field of traffic flow theories there are two terms which are closely related to 

volume delay functions: congestion effects and traffic breakdown. These two are connected: 

after a certain threshold (capacity) in a growing congestion, traffic breakdown occurs. Traffic 

flow theories have multiple important aspects regarding the current research subject. First, it is 

necessary to understand and examine traffic flow when the task at hand is to describe – at least 

a part of – that by an abstract function. It is also important to realize how congestion effects 

appear, propagate and dissipate over time to be able to properly classify the effects on a singular, 

and later on multiple intersections. For this end the relationship is detailed in the following 

paragraphs. 

Without elaborating the basic metrics of vehicle volume [vehicle/h], speed [km/h] and density 

[vehicle/km] the three fundamental diagrams are displayed here on the following Figure 1, 

Figure 2 and Figure 3. It should be noted that in various scientific literature expression ‘flow’ 

is often used instead of ‘volume’ and also ‘concentration’ instead of ‘density’. 

 

Figure 1: Volume-Density relationship (Drake, Schofer, & May, 1967) 
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Figure 2: Speed-Density relationship (Drake, Schofer, & May, 1967) 

 

 

Figure 3: Speed-Volume relationship (Drake, Schofer, & May, 1967) 

These fundamental diagrams show the effects of congestion: an increase in vehicle flow 

(volume) results in higher density and lower speed of the vehicles. Interpretation of the diagram 

‘Speed-Volume relationship’ starts from the upper left corner, displaying average traffic speed 

values under low volume conditions. Then the value of speed descends as traffic volume grows 

until vehicle flow surpasses the capacity of the road section and traffic breakdown occurs 

(dashed line on Figure 3). After that point travel speed and vehicle count are both descending 

(approaching the lower left corner of the diagram) until the state of a standstill (speed=0, 

volume=0). 

The apparent discontinuity of all curves signifies traffic breakdown – a sudden change during 

the expanding congestion, where traffic flow characteristics show higher deterioration than is 

could be expected from the previous and current state. 
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There were efforts to combine these three variables into one generalized three dimensional 

model. 

 

Figure 4:  Three dimensional traffic flow model (Gerlough & Huber, 1975) 

However empirical observations rarely show an idealistic and smooth behavior, especially at 

congested state. Authors Gilchrist and Hall admit that “conventional theory is insufficient to 

explain the data” (Gilchrist & Hall, 1989). 

  

Figure 5: Traffic flow measurements displayed in three dimensions (Gilchrist & Hall, 1989) 

A later approach is through the application of the principles of catastrophe theory is much more 

promising. This theoretical framework is able to handle the fact that while most of the model 

variables have a continuous rate of change, at least one of them is allowed to make sudden 

discontinuous changes. A three dimensional cusp surface model (Navin, 1986) appropriately 

describes the three traffic variables. Navin suggested that speed is the variable undergoing 

sudden catastrophic changes – thus it is the state variable – while volume and density have 

smooth transitions – these are control variables. 
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Figure 6: Traffic flow concept using catastrophe theory (Persaud & Hall, 1989) 

The effectiveness of the catastrophe theory model was compared to other traffic flow models 

(Acha-Daza & Hall, A Graphical Comparison of the Predictions for Speed Given by 

Catastrophe Theory and Some Classic Models, 1993) (Acha-Daza & Hall, The Applicarion of 

Catastrophe Theory to Traffic Flow Variables, 1994) and found superior to the classical 

approach. 

From the perspective of transportation modeling techniques – where traffic volume dependent 

link running times are calculated an summed up to determine total travel time – volume-speed 

relationship has the most significance owing to the parallelism of travel speed and time. 

Following chapters make use of this relationship to introduce the description of volume-delay 

functions. 

2.3 Volume-delay functions 

2.3.1 Time-Flow relationship 

To calculate travel time from the speed-flow curve (Figure 3) a simple arithmetic operation is 

needed to construct the formula of travel time in the function of speed which is itself a function 

of vehicle volume according to the fundamental diagrams. 

𝑡(𝑣) =
𝑑

𝑠(𝑣)
 

(2-16) 

where v is traffic flow, t(v) is time in the function of traffic flow, d is distance and s(v) is speed 

in the function of traffic flow. 

Since distance is specific to road section (link) the equation can be separated into a static and a 

dynamic part: 

𝑡(𝑣) = 𝑑 ∙
1

𝑠(𝑣)
 

(2-17) 
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To conceive the function of time delay (a proportion of increment to travel time under ‘normal’ 

circumstances), travel time under free flow conditions must separately be included in the 

equation: 

𝑡(𝑣) =
𝑑

𝑠0
∙
𝑠0
𝑠(𝑣)

= 𝑡0 ∙
𝑠0
𝑠(𝑣)

= 𝑡0 ∙ 𝑓(𝑣) 
(2-18) 

where f(v) is the proportional time delay function – the reciprocal of the speed-flow function 

v(q) – called volume-delay function further on. 

Although it is possible to recalculate the empirical curves of the fundamental diagrams into the 

function form above, it is more accurate to calculate traffic flow properties from the raw 

measurement data, and determine the shape of the volume-delay function accordingly. It is 

typical to use the volume-capacity ratio 
𝑞

𝑐
 instead of the traffic volume itself as the variable of 

the delay function. 

It should be noted here that the relationship above does not hold in a dense – mostly urban – 

network, as traffic states of connected links have influence on each other – their interaction 

points are being the junctions where additional control delays also enter into the travel time 

element. Under those circumstances it – especially during congestion – it would be better to 

formulate the function of speed in (2-16) as: 

𝑡(𝑣) =
𝑑

𝑠({𝑣})
 

(2-19) 

where {𝑣} denotes the set of traffic flows on the whole network. 

This statement implies the elaboration of very intricate delay functions. Modeling practice 

tackles the problem with a different approach called Dynamic assignment, which method won’t 

be discussed here in detail. Its basic concept is to assign traffic volumes by time increments to 

the network and after each increment, the progression of vehicles are taken into account to 

determine traffic states of particular links. 
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2.3.2 Requirements 

Although traffic flow theories give appropriate description of the volume-speed relationship, 

the function is not strictly increasing, it is not even a one-to-one mapping. As both incremental 

assignment (Algorithm 3) and traffic equilibrium (Algorithm 4) requires a strictly increasing 

cost function to provide reasonable results, these properties render the empirical graph curves 

unsuitable for transportation modeling algorithms due to the effect of traffic breakdown which 

reverses the curve of traffic flow. Modification of the empirical curves to accommodate the 

needs of modeling algorithms is necessary: volume-delay functions shouldn’t fit on the data of 

congested traffic state. Around the point of capacity on the ordinate, delay functions abandon 

the points of measurements and take shapes which are suitable for the modeling algorithms and 

help convergence of the iterations involved – while producing realistic results after traffic 

assignment. 

Requirements of the volume-delay function are: 

- Travel times below highly congested state should be realistic. 

- The function is strictly increasing, which is necessary for convergence of the traffic 

assignment. 

- The function is continuous and differentiable. 

- It is favorable if the derivative function is also strictly increasing. 

- The function shouldn’t produce infinite travel times around link capacity. There should 

be a buffer zone after capacity threshold – called overload region – as during the 

iterative assignment and balancing processes volumes over capacity may occur. Also in 

real life, short-term overloads may happen. Handling of infinite values might also slow 

down processing time. 

Congestion curves may be derived from the results of a traffic survey. Such an empiric curve 

consists of a slowly emerging graph of delay in the function of volume or volume-capacity ratio 

up to the point where the volume of the passing vehicles reaches the overall capacity of the road 

section (consequently the ratio 
𝑣

𝑐
= 1). From that point the curve takes a sharp turn backwards 

and begins to rise steeply, demonstrating the phenomenon of congested vehicle flow where 

delay – or waiting – time per vehicle increases with a decreasing number of vehicles capable to 

pass (see Figure 7). 
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Figure 7: VDF curves ( (Dong & Mahmassani, 2009) & own) 

Realistic congestion curves are modified in the field of network modeling. The graph of the 

applied function is similar to the graph of a rational function, one asymptote being parallel to 

the abscissa, the other forming a slight negative angle to the ordinate, intercepting the abscissa 

in the vicinity of 𝑐 (or 1, the variable being 
𝑣

𝑐
 ). The sharp rise in delay time signifies the vehicle 

volume approaching or having passed the capacity of the examined road section. The 

elimination of the turn back part of the curve enables the explicit definition of delay and 

convergence during traffic assignment. Comparison of realistic (empirical) and model 

(modified) curves are demonstrated on Figure 7. Further discussions in this text are limited to 

this kind of synthetic delay functions. 
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2.3.3 Common delay functions 

In the past, there were several notable efforts to compose good delay functions. This chapter 

covers VDF variants which are either proven and widely used, or have promising features, 

rendering them suitable for junction-specific applications. 

The following function formulae are given in a homogenous notation, instead of using different 

authors’ own parameters to help comparison. In general terms Greek letters are function 

parameters, v is actual traffic volume, and c is link capacity. 

 BPR 

The first widely used volume-delay function was developed by the Bureau of Public Roads in 

the United States in the 1960’s (Bureau of Public Roads, 1964). Although it has several 

shortcomings it is still used today when expectations towards detail are low or traffic demand 

is low therefore vehicle volumes after an assignment are not assumed to approach capacity 

limits on the model network. 

𝑡(𝑣) = 𝑡0 ∙ (1 + 𝛼 ∙ (
𝑣

𝑐
)
𝛽

) 
(2-20) 

The function shape can be examined on Figure 8 with usual parameter sets. 

 

Figure 8: Typical BPR function curves (own) 
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 Conical 

To overcome some of the drawbacks of the BPR function, Spiess defined a new set of delay 

functions (Spiess, 1990). The name ‘conical’ refers to the fact that these hyperbolical curves 

are the intersection of a two dimensional planar surface and a three dimensional cone. At that 

time there already was a set of functions called ‘hyperbolic’ defined by Branston. To avoid 

confusion with those and also with transcendental hyperbolic functions (sinh, cosh) the name 

‘conical’ was chosen. 

𝑡(𝑣) = 𝑡0 ∙ (2 + √𝛼2 ∙ (1 −
𝑣

𝑐
)
2

+ 𝛽2 − 𝛼 ∙ (1 −
𝑣

𝑐
) + 𝛽) 

(2-21) 

Where 

𝛽 =
2 ∙ 𝛼 − 1

2 ∙ 𝛼 − 2
 

(2-22) 

 

The function shape can be examined on Figure 9 with usual parameter sets. 

 

Figure 9: Typical Conical function curves (own) 
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 Akcelik 

At first glance the function definition may seem to be a worthy candidate for the inclusion of 

junction-specific time delays. Rahmi Akcelik (Akcelik, 1991) developed this particular delay 

function when tried do deal with deficiencies of the Davidson variant (Cascetta, 2009) of the 

delay function. In his formula Akcelik included variables related to intersection delays. 

Due to its special concept, function parameters are given in Latin letters. 

𝑡(𝑣) = 𝑡0 + 0.25 ∙ 𝑇𝑓 ∙

(

 (
𝑣

𝑐
− 1) + √(

𝑣

𝑐
− 1)

2

+
8 ∙ 𝐽𝐴 ∙

𝑣
𝑐

𝑄 ∙ 𝑇𝑓
)

  

(2-23) 

Where 

 𝑇𝑓 is the analysis time period during which the average traffic flow persists 

 𝐽𝐴 = 𝑘 ∙ 𝑝 is the delay parameter, it may be calibrated independently or calculated given 

the expression, where 

o 𝑘 < 1 is the junction-specific delay term 

o p is the intensity of junctions along the link (i.e. number of intersections per unit 

distance, e.g. 𝑝 = 0.25 for one junction on a four km long link) 

o for multiple intersections of different kind the delay parameter may be calculated 

by a weighed sum: 

𝐽𝐴 =∑𝑘𝑖 ∙ 𝑝𝑖
𝑖

 
(2-24) 

 𝑄 is the capacity. There is no clear indication if Q should match link capacity or 

intersection capacity. 

Although the parameters above show resemblance to real-life traffic flow influencing factors 

of the road network, elements of delay 𝐽𝐴 and capacity Q have little effectV on the function’s 

shape. Analysis time period 𝑇𝑓 could be regarded as the major calibration parameter of the 

function although some of the later works (Dowling & Skabardonis, 2008) dropped this variable 

along with factor Q and kept only the delay element 𝐽𝐴. In other works (Transportation Research 

Board, 2000 and 2010) (Saberi & Figliozzi, 2010) all parameters are kept but were modified. 

                                                 
V Through many trials it was not possible to replicate the function form displayed on paper (Akcelik, 1991) using 

the parameters described there. Although it may seem as the author was not capable to use the function, multiple 

sources describe the function having a single calibration parameter (Singh, 1999) (Dowling & Skabardonis, 2008) 

(Milone & Moran, 2010) (Saberi & Figliozzi, 2010) (Moses, Mtoi, Ruegg, & McBean, 2012) 
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The function shape can be examined on Figure 10 with usual parameter sets. 

 

Figure 10: Typical Akcelik function curves (own) 

 

 

 Vatzek 

The function introduced in Warsaw in 1993 (Jastrzebski, 2000) is unique as it deliberately 

abandons one of the main criteria towards volume-delay functions: it restricts assignment to the 

region of sub-saturated traffic flow. It was developed to accommodate this specific need of the 

Warsaw model. 

𝑡(𝑣) =

{
 
 

 
 𝑡0 ∙ (1 + 𝛼 ∙ ((

𝑣

𝑐
− 𝜎)

𝛽

+ 𝜎𝛽) + 휀 ∙
𝑣

𝑐
)

𝑡0 ∙ (1 + 𝛼 ∙ ((
𝑣

𝑐
− 𝜎)

𝛽

+ 𝜎𝛽) + 휀 ∙
𝑣

𝑐
+ (𝑣 − 𝑐) ∙ 𝛾)

 

𝑣 ≤ 𝑐

𝑣 > 𝑐

 

(2-25) 

 

Subject to the following constraints: 

𝛼, 𝛾, 휀, 𝜎 ∈ ℝ+ (2-26) 

𝛽 = 2 ∙ 𝑘 + 1, 𝑘 ∈ ℤ+ (2-27) 
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The function shape can be examined on Figure 11 with usual parameter sets. 

 

Figure 11: Typical Vatzek function curves (own) 

Since the usual display of function curves do not reveal the intricacy of the formula it is best 

to observe the speed-saturation diagram as well on Figure 12. 

 

Figure 12: Vatzek function Speed-Saturation curves (own) 

What shows on the diagram above is that the function formula permits a small amount of 

over-assignment indeed. The curvature changes are also more apparent in this form of the 

function.  
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 INRETS 

Developed in France by the Institut National de REcherche sur les Transports et leur Sécurité 

(National Institute for Transport and Safety Research). Its specialty is the exact opposite of the 

previous Vatzek function: the function permits over-assignment more than usual. Its moderated 

gradient past the point of capacity speeds up convergence of the equilibrium search iteration. 

𝑡(𝑣) =

{
  
 

  
 
𝑡0 ∙

1.1 − 𝛼 ∙
𝑣
𝑐

1.1 −
𝑣
𝑐

        
𝑣

𝑐
< 1

𝑡0 ∙
1.1 − 𝛼

0.1
∙ (
𝑣

𝑐
)
2

    
𝑣

𝑐
≥ 1

 

(2-28) 

 

The function shape can be examined on Figure 13 with usual parameter sets. 

 

Figure 13: Typical INRETS function curves (own) 
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 Performance comparison 

A comparison of BPR and Conical functions can be found in (Spiess, 1990). There the Conical 

found superior to the BPR in every aspect (computation time, convergence, flexibility). 

 

Table 2: Comparison of BPR and Conical functions (Spiess, 1990) 

Another study (Cheah, Dalton, & Hariri, 1992) also found the Conical function better, along 

with another set of functions. Although other functions in Table 3 seem to be even better than 

the previously compared two functions, they are not in use in today’s modeling practice. 

 

Table 3: Comparison of BPR, Conical, Tangential, Asymptotical, Half-tangential and Horizontal functions (Cheah, Dalton, 

& Hariri, 1992) 

Jastrzebski gave a comparative analysis when introduced the developed Vatzek function 

(Jastrzebski, 2000). The primary focus was to demonstrate the viability of the new delay 

function, but the results provided also give quality data to compare more of the introduced 

formulae. Computation time is omitted from the analysis but approximations can be made from 

the number of iterations needed to reach equilibrium. The results again show the efficiency of 

the Conical function. 
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Table 4: Comparison of BPR, modified BPR, Conical, INRETS, S logit and Vatzek functions (Jastrzebski, 2000) 

The Portland State University conveyed another comparison of BPR and Conical curves 

(Hansen, et al., 2005) and although found that the Conical function gave better convergence to 

the assignment, developed their own quadratic formula, to have a better fit to traffic data. There 

were no numeric listings of performance results in their report. 

 Comparing goodness of fit 

Another report in Minnesota (Davis & Xiong, 2007) compared BPR, Conical, Singapore, 

Skabardonis-Dowling and HCM formulae, but again no performance measurements were 

made, only fitting errors. Amongst the examined functions the worst fit was produced by BPR 

and Conical functions.  

The comparison of BPR, Conical and Akcelik functions from the perspective of calibration 

possibilities was conducted by (Cetin, 2010). They used Genetic Algorithms to determine 

function parameters and found that the Conical function provided better fit on the data. 

The Florida Model Task Force (Moses, Mtoi, Ruegg, & McBean, 2012) also studied the 

possibilities of function fitting for several delay formula (BPR, modified BPR, modified 

Davidson, Conical, Akcelik). The results are displayed on Figure 14, Table 5 and Figure 15. 
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Figure 14: Fitting of VDF to field data (Moses, Mtoi, Ruegg, & McBean, 2012) 

 

Table 5: Linear regression of estimated vs. observed results (Moses, Mtoi, Ruegg, & McBean, 2012) 

 

Figure 15: Linear regression of estimated vs. observed results (Moses, Mtoi, Ruegg, & McBean, 2012) 
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A study in Washington (Milone & Moran, 2010) compared the goodness of fit of Conical and 

Akcelik functions and concluded that although the Akcelik function had marginally better fit 

than the Conical, they advised the use of Conical functions due their better rate of convergence 

 

Figure 16: Goodness of fit of Conical and Akcelik functions (Milone & Moran, 2010) 

2.4 Microsimulation 

Since the reliability of microsimulations to replicate real-life traffic situations is already 

established (Fellendorf & Vortisch, 2001) (Barceló, 2010) (Sharma, Swami, & Swami, 2012) 

(Treiber & Kesting, 2013) it could be an adequate method to provide a host of data for analysis. 

The possibility to maintain a controlled input volume of vehicles throughout the analyzed 

network segment makes data separation and function fitting a straightforward task compared to 

using real life measurements. Also it may enable revealing hidden context, correlations of 

different variables, those that describe the network segments and/or vehicle flows. However the 

possibility to create traffic data for the purposes of VDF fitting had to be analyzed amongst the 

first steps of the research. 

2.5 Conclusion 

From this chapter it is clear that travel time is one of the factors that have the most influence 

throughout the modeling process. It is involved in most procedures as a factor in generalized 

costs, therefore affecting the gravity model at trip distribution, the choice model at mode choice, 

enumeration of shortest paths therefore the distribution of trips on the model network at traffic 

assignment. Traffic volume-dependent time delays complement travel time values of free-flow 

condition to make results more realistic. Although seemingly the involvement of time delays is 

confined to traffic equilibrium, it is not the case in modeling practice. Striving for accuracy, 

procedures of trip distribution and mode choice are also often included in an iterative cycle, 

where after a traffic assignment has finished, generalized costs are re-evaluated on the loaded 

–presumably also congested – network. The whole four-stage cycle is repeated with 

continuously updated cost values until convergence criteria are met (i.e. there are infinitesimal 
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changes between the last step and the step before). This fact emphasizes the importance of delay 

functions in transportation modeling and also highlights that due to the high number of 

repetitions the calculation of any new kind of time delay must be efficient to provide viable 

alternative to existing methods. 

For this reason the dissertation is focused on resolving junction-specific time delays in the same 

manner as they are defined on a link level to be able to incorporate the observed effects into 

existing volume-delay functions, eliminating the need for a new implementation. 
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3 Junction-specific volume-delay functions 

3.1 Introduction 

The first logical objective in the progress of adequate definition of junction-specific volume-

delay functions is to identify their existence. In previous modeling practice, intersection  

– control – delay was not incorporated into the form of a VDF used to describe traffic volume 

dependent time delays of uninterrupted road sections without the modification – or even 

redefinition – of existing function formulae. In practice delays are measured on-field first, then 

analyzed and abstracted into a suitable function-form for later use. The current approach could 

be regarded as the opposite of this: the formula is defined (chosen) preliminarily and the 

relationship will be investigated for its existence. Whether it is existing or not must be 

uncovered before proceeding any further in the subject. Measurement data will be provided by 

traffic microsimulation models, hence the first task is also to assess the viability of simulations 

to provide detailed and realistic data for analysis, then to examine the data and try to fit the 

parameters of the selected VDF formula on it. 

The function form of choice is the conical function due to its favorable characteristics in 

computation time and speed of convergence. Function description and justification of choice 

are presented in chapter 2.3. This formula will be slightly modified later in chapter 5 first during 

preconditioning for function fitting, and then once more to properly describe junction quantity 

– a context uncovered in that chapter. 

3.2 Methodology 

To produce the required volume-delay data pairs of a single intersection, a simulation model of 

the junction is needed. This model would contain a major and a minor road: the major road 

representing the link of the network model; the minor road - along with the whole junction - is 

the one eliminated by the simplifications mentioned earlier. Number of lanes on both road 

sections and control type of the junction (right of way, traffic signals, roundabout) are the 

distinguishing features of each junction type. These types should be evaluated separately by 

specific junction models. 

In each model, delay measurement sections (travel time sections) were defined along the major 

road, since this is the modeled network link for which the function parameters would be 

determined. For each junction model numerous simulations were carried out, starting at the 

minimum vehicle input level of 200 v/h on the major road in both directions and also 200 v/h 

on the minor leg(s) of the intersection. The number of passing vehicles and the related travel-
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time and delay-time data is gathered in 3600 seconds intervals. The number of vehicles 

[vehicles/hour] and the average time delay [seconds] set a single pair of data. To acquire a new 

measurement, another simulation is needed with higher input levels on the major road - the 

minor flow staying constant. This cycle repeats up to the point where it is not possible to 

increase the number of vehicle throughput of the network, therefore traffic flow is in a 

congested state. When there is one yielding direction of the major road (typically a three-leg 

intersection), only this specific flow is evaluated for the previously defined stop-criteria. 

To reproduce the stochastic nature of real traffic flow, and generate enough data for evaluation, 

several other simulation cycles are needed for the same junction type – parameter ‘random seed’ 

of the simulation is used to provide global fluctuations in the simulated traffic flow. With 

enough measurements it will be possible to fit the proposed conical function by adjusting its 

parameters, which was achieved in a graphical-analytical way. Instead of the original formula 

(2-21) a slightly modified variant is used for function fitting. The modifications came from 

modeling practice, to give more flexibility to the function. 

𝑡(𝑣) = 𝜑1 ∙ 𝑑 ∙ (𝜑2 +√𝛼2 ∙ (𝜑3 −
𝑣

𝑛 ∙ 𝑐
)
2

+ 𝛽2 − 𝛼 ∙ (𝜑3 −
𝑣

𝑛 ∙ 𝑐
) − 𝛽) 

(3-1) 

where additional the parameters are 

 𝑛 = number of lanes of the network graph’s edge in the same direction 

 𝑑 = length of the network edge 

 𝜑1, 𝜑2, 𝜑3= parameters providing greater adjustability 

When these junction-specific VDFs are determined on the predefined set of road intersections, 

it will be necessary to analyze the similarities between the individual functions and merge as 

much functions as possible to reduce the cardinality of the set (see later at 3.4). 

3.2.1 Junction types 

To provide an all-round set of parameters several junction types were needed for analysis. 

Balance between detail and applicability is always an issue: efficient use of the results would 

require fewer and versatile parameter sets, while expectations of realism demand parameters 

determined by models with detailed junction geometry. Results of a traffic assignment would 

be skewed by a small number of parameter sets, yet a high number of them would make the 

network coding too laborious, hence decreasing usability. Therefore the separate junction 

models are distinguished by control type and number of through lanes but the models do not 
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contain definitions more specific than that. All junction models have uniform facilities: extra 

lane on the major road for left turn, and separate lanes on the minor road for crossing and turning 

maneuvers. The list of examined junction types is displayed on Table 6: 

Number of 

intersection 

legs 

Control type 

number of through lanes in one direction 

Notation 
Major road Minor road 

Three-leg 

junction 

Traffic sign 

(right of way) 

1 1 3L 2x1+2x1 stop 

2 1 3L 2x2+2x1 stop 

2 2 3L 2x2+2x2 stop 

Traffic signal 

1 1 3L 2x1+2x1 sig 

2 1 3L 2x2+2x1 sig 

2 2 3L 2x2+2x2 sig 

Four-leg 

junction 

Traffic sign 

(right of way) 

1 1 4L 2x1+2x1 stop 

2 1 4L 2x2+2x1 stop 

2 2 4L 2x2+2x2 stop 

Traffic signal 

1 1 4L 2x1+2x1 sig 

2 1 4L 2x2+2x1 sig 

2 2 4L 2x2+2x2 sig 

Roundabout 1 1 RA 

Table 6: Examined junction types 

The traffic signal plan of signalized intersection models were determined using manually 

calculated junction specific intergreen times and an optimization algorithm provided by 

VISSIM. 

3.2.2 Traffic flow 

As it was mentioned earlier, the starting input volume on both major legs is 200 v/h, having an 

increasing tendency through multiple simulations, while the minor flow is a constant 200 v/h 

on each leg. Directional distribution of the vehicle flows is also constant: 20% turning volume 

in the major flow, and an equal share of turning volumes in the minor flow. In case of a four-

leg intersection the number of the crossing vehicles in the minor flow is 40% (leaving 30-30% 

for right and left turns). Speed limit on the modeled network segments is 50 km/h, heavy vehicle 

(HV) ratio is 10%. 

3.3 Autonomous data acquisition 

3.3.1 Trial 

Being able to produce numerous data in reasonable time and effort requires automating certain 

elements of the data production phase. Before investing considerable effort in programming, it 

is better to ascertain the viability of microsimulations for this task. 
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First it was investigated whether the microsimulation results are appropriate for further analysis 

or not. This trial was carried out on a typified junction geometry. The results are similar to an 

uninterrupted road section’s vehicle flow (Figure 17).  

 

Figure 17: Sample four-leg intersection’s volume-delay relationship according to simulation (own) 

Based on the trial description of the traffic flow characteristics of a road intersection seemed to 

be possible by a volume-delay function with appropriate parameters. 

3.3.2 Basic concept 

As mentioned earlier, the general approach is to have a string of simulations with increasing 

vehicle input. In VISSIM it is not possible to ‘force’ vehicles into the simulated network 

segment. When there is no room for another vehicle to enter the model, the software simply 

discards the excess. Regarding this behavior there is no point in increasing the quantity of 

vehicle input when output does not follow. 

In the practical implementation the stop condition - based on the last observed vehicle 

volume - is the difference between the previous and the current step’s vehicle throughput. 

Where the earlier value exceeds the latest it could be assumed that the intended input volume 

passed the capacity of the junction configuration. To account for the stochastic nature of vehicle 

flow a 𝛿 tolerance should be set in the stop criterion. For each 𝐷𝑛 (delay time from the 𝑛-th 

simulation):  

𝐷𝑛−1 > 𝐷𝑛 + 𝛿 (3-2) 
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It is reasonable to include another condition to stop the ‘stress test’ - in case of model or coding 

errors: monitoring the values of vehicle volume whether it reaches unreasonable quantities is a 

practical criterion – similar to setting a fixed number for the highest number of repetitions in 

an iterative process. 

Repetitive simulation runs based on exactly the same simulation model would show identical 

results. It is an intentional feature of VISSIM (PTV AG, 2012a) in order to have the possibility 

of reviewing any previous simulation for certain reasons. To produce diverse results it is 

necessary to modify the value of the ‘random seed’ variable. The ‘degree of randomness’ have 

no relation to the value of random seed, therefore any heterogeneous set of seed values is 

sufficient. The current examination is based on five different values of random seed per junction 

model configuration of the same parameters. 

Heavy vehicle ratio was adjusted to two more values for 

future evaluation, thus junction models were tested for 

10, 20, and 30% of HV ratios. Diagram of the described 

logic is shown on Figure 18. 

3.3.3 Refined search 

Having a fine resolution of data for function fitting is 

preferable in order to properly determine the point of 

capacity and the starting of the ‘model curve’ part (see 

chapter 2.3.2, Figure 7) of the function. However 

evaluation with three different HV ratios, 14 junction 

types and five different random seeds, yields 210 

variations per data point. An estimated time of 30 

seconds per simulation and evaluation combined means 

that reducing the number of required runs per junction 

configuration is a reasonable goal. 

As the expected form of the congestion curve is similar 

to a rational function, first having a rough then later a fine 

increment of input volumes in the successive simulations 

of each sample intersection reduces the required number 

of runs without compromising further use of the results. 

The margin being the delay values approaching the 

theoretical function asymptote. Naturally, the position of 

Figure 18: Flowchart of basic automated 

simulation logic (own) 
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the asymptote is unknown and an adequate decision making mechanism is needed to estimate 

its proximity between successive simulations. Calculating linear regression gradients based on 

already collected data is not a viable solution regarding the stochastic nature of simulated – and 

also real – traffic flows. 

A strictly increasing series of traffic 

demand volume values cannot be expected 

to produce delay values of the same nature, 

a slight bias is present when observing 

neighboring quantities.In the final logic the 

objective was to first reach the point of 

approximate capacity with bigger steps of 

input volume, then try to proceed with 

smaller, refined steps from this point 

forward, reaching capacity more accurately. 

Finally it is necessary to check whether the 

finely divided data are enough, or 

supplement is needed.   Figure 

19 shows the modified logic. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Figure 19: Extension of the basic logic (own)  
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3.3.1 Automating VISSIM 

Modification of the junction model’s parameters (e.g. vehicle volumes, HV ratios, and random 

seed) consisted of two different approaches: 

Certain properties of the model are easily modified through the VISSIM Component Object 

Model (COM) interface (PTV AG, 2012b). These are the input volumes, simulation length, 

vehicle composition (i.e. HV Ratio), random seed, and application settings. Controlling the 

behavior of the VISSIM application is also achieved through the COM interface. Other 

properties are easier to access by directly modifying the model file itself, which is a simple text 

fileVI divided into description blocks containing every aspect of the model and simulation 

parameters. These are the identification of measurement sections, definitions of vehicle traffic, 

and the allocation of processing resources. 

The drawback of direct model file manipulation is that the file itself must be (re)opened after 

the modifications, which is a time consuming process, emphasized by the projected large 

number of modifications required by the proposed analysis. The conclusion is to keep direct 

modifications of the model file to the minimum and organize them in a way that they may be 

performed preliminarily, before batch running begins. 

3.3.2 Data management 

Regardless where the modifications mentioned above took place (through the COM interface 

or directly editing the model file) all the parameters that are describing the simulation model 

were saved to the model file by VISSIM, and the files containing the simulation results were 

renamed after the model file. This method of information management allowed storage and 

retrieval of every single parameter and result set of the separate simulation runs, therefore it 

was possible to create an extensive library for analysis.  

To establish this retrievable library of data, parameters of separate simulations were stored in 

separate model files after definition to allow further inspections if necessary. Names of the 

models contained every distinguishing parameter of the simulation and results were referenced 

by the same name. Individual results were digested into a line of data in a master-spreadsheet 

to be analyzed later. 

 

                                                 
VI At the time of writing this text PTV AG already modified the format of the model file to conform the XML 

standard. This modification led to the partial re-development of the program code mentioned at this point to support 

examinations detailed in chapter 5. 
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3.4 Results 

On average 7 data points were calculated for each junction model with specific control type, 

HV ratio and random seed. Although simulation runs were carried out for a wide variety of 

minor flows and several HV ratios, analysis dealt with a subset of these results where HV ratio 

is 10% and minor flow is 200 veh/h. Inspection of the omitted data showed similarities of the 

results, and since accurate function parameters and junction interactions were going to be 

analyzed later, it would be premature to examine these factors in detail at this stage. 

The results of different random seeds were pooled and conical function parameters were 

determined in a graphical-analytical way. Acquired functions are displayed on Figure 20. The 

range of the 20 junction VDFs is extensive, yet there are certain aggregations of the curves. It 

is reasonable to merge the slightly different functions to simplify their application. A 

replacement function was determined for two pairs of similar graphs by taking the arithmetical 

average of every parameter, then refining them in the same graphical-analytical way. The 

reduced set is shown on Figure 21. 

 
Figure 20: Determined function graphs (own) 
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For the detailed list of junction type notation see Table 6. A brief explanation: 

- the first two letters show junction type (3L/4L/RA = 3-leg/4-leg/roundabout),  

- the following seven character group determine the number of through lanes on the major 

and minor road, omitting the number of turning lanes at the junction (2x2+2x1 = two-

by-two lanes on the major road, two-by-one lane on the minor road) 

- the third part shows intersection control type (stop/sig = traffic signs/traffic signals) 

- the last part gives distinction of traffic flow orientation upon which the VDF curve was 

determined (EW/WE = East-to-West/West-to-East) 

 
Figure 21: Reduced set of functions (own) 

Determined function parameters – using equation (3-1) – are listed for the reduced set in the 

following Table 7. 
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intersection type 𝜶 𝜷 𝝋𝟏 𝝋𝟐 𝝋𝟑 n c 

3L 2x2+2x1 sig 119.0 1.0043 45.5 1.920 1.000 2 255.0 

3L 2x2+2x1 stop 60.0 1.0085 70.0 1.040 0.910 2 660.0 

3L 2x2+2x2 sig 200.0 1.0026 100.0 1.5.00 1.000 2 205.0 

3L 2x2+2x2 stop 70.0 1.0073 70.0 1.000 0.910 2 750.0 

3L 2x1+2x1 sig & 
4L 2x2+2x1 sig 

41.0 1.0125 129.0 1.280 1.000 1 395.0 

3L 2x1+2x1 stop & 
4L 2x2+2x2 stop 

44.0 1.0117 79.0 1.010 1.000 1 725.0 

4L 2x1+2x1 sig 26.5 1.0197 156.5 1.245 1.050 1 212.5 

4L 2x1+2x1 stop 20.5 1.0257 69.0 1.005 0.960 1 550.0 

4L 2x2+2x1 stop 66.0 1.0077 93.5 1.005 0.985 2 312.5 

4L 2x2+2x2 sig 60.5 1.0085 194.5 1.190 1.010 2 300.0 

RA 1 11m 43.0 1.0120 304.5 1.015 1.015 1 387.5 
Table 7: Determined function parameters 

3.5 Conclusion 

Shortcomings of simplifications during network modeling were briefly exposed in regard of 

ignored junctions. To account for this effect a solution through volume delay function parameter 

adjustments was introduced, which is easier to fit in to existing network modeling practice than 

a new, different approach.  

It was confirmed that microsimulation could be aptly used to acquire data for such a method, 

although it requires a large number of differently parameterized simulation runs. To speed up 

this time consuming process a method for mass data production was created. With appropriate 

data in hand it was possible to determine the necessary VDF parameters for arbitrary junction 

types. The developed technique proves to be multifunctional and is beneficial in future projects 

that need results extracted from repeated simulations of individually parameterized versions of 

the same model. 

Inspection of the resulting function graphs showed that several VDFs may be merged to 

simplify their application. 

3.6 Thesis I 

I have demonstrated that time delays at road junctions can be expressed in the form of a volume-

delay function. Using microsimulations I have successfully defined the junction-specific branch 

of volume delay functions using the same formula that is used in transportation modeling to 

express the effect of traffic volume on travel time. Examined intersections showed similar 

curves to the related fundamental diagram of uninterrupted road sections. (Vasvari, 2013b) 

(Vasvari, 2014a) 
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4 Affection radii of congested junctions 

4.1 Introduction 

Although the possibility to define junction-specific and road section-specific volume-delay 

functions with a single formula was confirmed in the previous chapter, before analyzing the 

effect of multiple consecutive junctions there are other factors to evaluate first. Disturbances in 

traffic flow posed by a road intersection are not restricted to the junction’s dimensions but 

propagated to a much wider range by both queue buildup, queue overflow and shockwave effect 

(Kerner B. S., 2009). Without going into analytic details of these traffic flow phenomena it is 

necessary to distinguish between the traffic flow of junctions being ‘too close’ to each other 

and those that are ‘further apart’ as congestions caused by a downstream intersection may 

interact with the traffic flow of an upstream junction. The examination demonstrated in this 

chapter aims to define the spatial limit of congestion effect interaction between junctions. 

Referring to this spatial limit, a new term is introduced – affection radius (RA). 

Conventional flow and capacity theories (MAÚT, 2004) (Transportation Research Board, 2000 

and 2010) (Hall F. L., 2001) (Troutbeck & Brilon, 2001) do not focus on events near or beyond 

the congested state, as the scope of these theories is to predict a level of service for different 

junction geometries and vehicle volumes, and estimate certain characteristics of the traffic flow. 

Their goal is to set the limits of acceptable service, which keeps clear of the congested state. To 

acquire detailed and specific traffic flow, data measurements are provided by microsimulation 

methods again. Determined values of spatial extents will be used later to create models of 

junction chains where the effects of delay superposition would be determined (chapter 5). 

Calculation of queue lengths according to the directives of two national standards (Hungarian 

UME and American HCM) also had to be performed, to create context for the results, to 

conclude similarities and differences. 

4.2 Temporal range 

Before creating microsimulation models to analyze the dimensions of congestion and traffic 

flow perturbations, a congestion’s range in time has to be defined. Using microsimulation with 

a steady high volume of traffic would result in ever growing vehicle queues over time, thus 

determined RA would approach infinity. In real life, high volumes of vehicle traffic do not last 

forever either, their usual occurrence is in peaks. The so called peak hour traffic flow – without 

considering other sections of the daily traffic volume – has the approximate shape of an inverted 

parabola. It is favorable to adjust the vehicle inputs to have similar shape to a peak period, but 
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as vehicle arrivals are stochastic, it is unreasonable to strictly follow a parabolic curve. To 

determine an average length of the peak period, its ascending and descending characteristics, 

traffic flow data was analyzed from a series of measurements. Time allocated for the research 

did not allow extensive data collection. A series of already existing measurements (BME, 2008) 

was inspected for relevant traffic patterns. Data collection took place in Pest County, Hungary 

and consists of data from 12 sites over a 6 day (five work days and one day of the weekend) 

period. The sites are regular road intersections in semi-rural environments. Data was collected 

in 15 minutes intervals, with differentiation of 12 vehicle classes. Significant peak periods were 

selected from the measurements, and the values were converted to passenger car units (pcu), 

and a rolling sum of four periods (one hour) was calculated. Morning and afternoon periods 

were separated due to their different shape, then calculated values were normalized to provide 

an isomorphic base for analysis. Normalized graphs are displayed on Figure 22 to show 

similarities of peak periods. The values in 6h12h and 13h22h ranges are from different 

measurement days or sites. 

 

Figure 22: Normalized measurement data at different sites (own) 

It is apparent that the peak period can be divided into three phases, confirming presumptions. 

Regarding the congested state the sustained length of the peak is its most important attribute.  

Averages of total and sustained peak time of the period are shown on Table 8, displaying traffic 

flows in absolute (passenger car unit per hour) and normalized (percentage) values. Peak values 

were normalized individually, thus for each site and measurement 100% means the actual 

maximum flow (e.g. at measurement 2 of Site 3, the peak flow of 713 pcu/h corresponds to 

100%, but at measurement 4 of the same site the 100% value expresses 788 pcu/h traffic flow) 
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Table 8: Details of peak hour characteristics (own) 

While the afternoon peak period is considerably longer than the morning peak, it also has a 

lower count of vehicles, which decreases its significance. Thus the morning period was 

incorporated to the simulation models. 

According to these values, the peak period’s length was set to 45 minutes, with 60 minutes long 

ascending and 75 minutes long descending phase for a total length of 3 hours. The starting and 

ending volume values are 58% of the peak volume (see vehicle volume input defined for 

microsimulation on Figure 23). 

  

total

time

sust.

time

2,9 0,70 486 58% 830 100%
Site 1 2 2,5 0,50 785 82% 960 100%

1 2,0 0,75 435 56% 779 100%

2 2,0 0,50 336 47% 713 100%

4 2,0 0,50 542 69% 788 100%

1 4,0 1,00 389 51% 765 100%

2 3,5 1,00 289 43% 665 100%

3 1,5 0,25 316 54% 586 100%

1 3,0 0,25 643 67% 960 100%

2 4,0 0,25 543 48% 1137 100%

4 4,5 2,00 578 61% 950 100%

5,8 1,64 356 52% 686 100%
Site 1 4 5,0 1,00 545 59% 920 100%

2 6,0 1,00 322 56% 579 100%

3 5,0 0,25 416 57% 727 100%

4 5,0 1,00 344 48% 715 100%

1 6,0 3,00 356 49% 728 100%

2 6,0 2,50 343 61% 562 100%

3 8,0 3,00 305 41% 736 100%

1 5,0 1,00 337 59% 571 100%

3 6,0 2,00 234 37% 640 100%

Site 3

Si te 4

Si te 9

loca

tion

mea

sure

ment

Average

Average

Afternoon

normal peak

Site 3

Si te 4

Si te 9

range

[h]

traffic flow

[pcu/h]

Morning
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4.3 Spatial extents 

The network segment inside the simulation model had to be large enough to contain the 

congestion so its boundaries could be measured. Model size has immediate effect on the 

maximum speed of simulation therefore it should not be set to an unreasonable size. The first 

estimate of 5km network length on either side of the junctions proved to be insufficient, and 

was increased to 20km. Explanation of suitable model size is detailed later in chapter 4.4.3 

4.4 Modeling considerations 

The different scope of the current inquiry from the previous one (chapter 3) required a new set 

of microsimulations. Models were extended in size and data collection was adjusted to the 

current needs. Several aspects of the simulation and evaluation methods were both analyzed 

generally earlier (Fi, 1996) (Vasvari, 2013a) and specifically during the research by exploratory 

simulations. The results of those simulations are presented here along with general assumptions. 

Considering the larger size of the microsimulation models – thus the higher number of vehicles 

in the network – the expected computation time of specific microsimulations was also higher – 

presumably by an order of magnitude. Henceforth the set of examined junction types is reduced 

to produce results in a reasonable timeframe: 

Number of   

intersection legs 
Control type 

number of through lanes in one direction 

Major road Minor road 

Three-leg junction 
Traffic sign 

(right of way) 

1 1 

2 1 

Four-leg junction 
Traffic sign 

(right of way) 

1 1 

2 1 
Table 9: Examined junction types 

For the same consideration, regarding computation time, heavy vehicle ratio and traffic flow 

on the minor road were set to a fixed value through the analysis: HGV ratio is 10%, and minor 

road traffic volume is 200 veh/h. 

Taking the asymmetric configuration of three-leg junctions into account, congestions on 

intersection approaches were evaluated separately: both on the “left” and “right” side of the 

junctions – the third leg being in the “bottom” part of modelling space. 

4.4.1 Traffic volume 

It could be presumed that the build-up phase of the peak vehicle volume may be omitted as it 

has no influence on the congested state. To verify this assumption, junction models were 

analyzed to the full extent of the peak period – and indeed it was confirmed: the preliminary 

low-volume range has little to no effect on the congestion which forms later thus it would also 
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be sufficient to start simulations with the highest volume. It has to be noted that the warm-up 

period has an important role here as well as in previous simulations (chapter 3) hence must not 

be omitted. The receding phase however has a significant effect on the dissipation rate of 

vehicle queues and by that, the affection radius itself, therefore it must be considered in the 

microsimulation models. 

Values of traffic volume were set according to Figure 23. The 100% ratio represents the 

analyzed value of the peak period, whereas lower ratios indicating proportionate volumes of 

the peak. Ratios and time spans were derived from the results displayed on Figure 22. 

Considering the length of the simulation models, a 1200 seconds long warm up period was 

included in the simulation. 

 

Figure 23: Traffic volume ratios (own) 

4.4.2 Model size 

The dimension of the network model may be restrained by the modeling application itself as 

microsimulation models are often consisting only a limited part of a larger network and 

analyzing a road section of greater length is not the purpose of these applications. The modeling 

area in VISSIM is defined by a ‘bounding box’ which is a straight square that has to contain 

the whole traffic network in the model. After inspecting a few simulation results it was clear 

that a straight line of road stretched to the limits of the model area would not contain the whole 

congestion. Upstream and downstream parts of the network had to be lengthened by ‘winding 

up’ the links at the extents (see Figure 24) which implied the ‘unwinding’ transformation of the 

resulting spatial vehicle records. 
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Figure 24: Link objects representing long road sections in confined model space (own) 

 

4.4.3  Data collection, evaluation 

Determining a variable as dynamic as the range of the congested traffic flow (Bényei & 

Golarits, 2001) required extensive data acquisition with adequate resolution in time and space. 

Characteristics of the traffic flow can be measured point-wise by defining data collection points 

at various distances along the network and gathering attributes of passing vehicles over a time. 

They also can be measured sequentially by recording every vehicle position and attribute at 

various time intervals and deriving spatial distribution of the selected attributes post-simulation. 

While the first method requires the definition of numerous measurement sections, the results 

are compact. The second method produces a wealth of information which makes it more 

accurate but also renders analysis elaborate. A comparison between the two methods (Figure 

25 and Figure 26) shows that the later one is preferable as it allows to firmly locate the spatial 

limits of a congestion (which covers the entire inspection area on the figure). Note that the 

results displayed on Figure 25 and Figure 26 are from early tests, being flawed spatially, as 

the model was not large enough to contain all of the congestion. 

 

Figure 25: Minimum and maximum speeds measured at 100m intervals, by 300s over 3600s simulation (own) 

Model extents are 5000m in both upstream and downstream directions 
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Figure 26: Speed graphs based on vehicle records of the last 300s interval of the same simulation (own) 

Model extents are 5000m in both upstream and downstream directions 

These preliminary tests confirmed that a sampling rate of 0,1Hz (one sample per ten seconds) 

adequately records vehicular data and have inconspicuous difference compared to 1Hz or 10Hz 

sampling rate. Test results are also in close correspondence with the description of shockwave 

propagation in modern traffic flow theory: momentary speed profiles accurately replicate time-

slices of the three dimensional traffic states displayed on Figure 27, 

 

 

 

 

Figure 27: Variations of moving traffic jam (Kerner B. S., 2009) 

Boundaries of the congested network could be deduced from the inspection of different 

momentary attributes directly. Speed, travel time, headway and acceleration values were 
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examined to select the most suitable parameter for the task or to confirm the need of derived 

variables as density, or occupancy (Hall F. L., 2001). The following graphs show that either 

primary attribute is sufficient – although the changes in speed are the most prominent – and 

there is no need for the calculation of derived variables. Observation of particular attributes are 

described in the following paragraphs. On each figure momentary values in time are arranged 

and connected per vehicle. 

The first graph (Figure 28) shows momentary vehicle speeds. A small spread around the speed 

limit (60km/h) indicates circumstances where vehicle movement is unaffected by other 

vehicles. The vertically widening section implies smaller disturbances in the flow, while sudden 

drops and rises (the dense area of the graph) are the signs of higher turbulences e.g. congested 

state.  

 

Figure 28: Typical momentary speed graph of a 4 legged junction (own) 

The same conclusion could be deduced from other symptoms. The steeply rising cluster of 

accumulated travel times (Figure 29) indicating slower movements. The higher density of the 

cluster is the result of increasing flow density. 

Although the high deviance in headway in uncongested state is not so apparent at first on Figure 

30, the drop of distance between vehicles is perceptible. 

Congestion is also highly probable according to the great spread of acceleration values (Figure 

31), which is the result of repetitive braking and accelerating. 
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Figure 29: Typical momentary travel time of a 4 legged junction (own) 

 

Figure 30: Typical momentary headway of a 4 legged junction (own) 

 

Figure 31: Typical momentary acceleration of a 4 legged junction (own) 
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Dividing the records into time-slices makes them more comprehensible and also allows 

observation of congestion dynamics: a temporally arranged set of visualized momentary speed 

graphs shows the oscillation of the congestion boundary and its dissipation in time – again on 

par with current theories (Figure 27). The span of these intervals was set to 5 minutes (300 

seconds) by practical considerations: the amount of vehicle records over the 40km length of the 

examined network were still manageable while the number of intervals stays synoptic. 

Considering the length of the networks, vehicles had to travel for 20 minutes at most to 

approach the intersection, thus results from 0 to 1200 seconds were discarded 

4.5 Results 

A typical vehicle speed graph is shown on Figure 32, displaying an affection radius of 500m to 

the left, and 8500m to the right. It should be noted that the value of RA cannot be determined 

by a single graph of a 300 second interval, since the boundaries of the congestion are constantly 

moving, oscillating around the junction. It is necessary to examine the whole set of graphs for 

a particular simulation to determine the limits in which vehicle queues are contained, and also 

to confirm, that the congestion began to dissolve around the end of the simulation. For the sake 

of clarity the large amount of graphs are not displayed in this text (a sample of the results are 

displayed in APPENDIX C). A steady or growing range of congested state would indicate 

inadequately short simulation time span or that the model did not really contain the whole 

congestion (see Figure 26). Such faults were not detected upon inspecting the final simulations. 

 

 

Figure 32: Typical speed graph of a 3 legged junction (own) 
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Examination of every speed graph on four different types of intersections yields to the following 

affection radii: 

It is important to note the bipolar nature of three 

legged junctions: under high traffic volume, the 

major flow with a left turn suffers a significant 

amount of delay with increasing vehicle queues, 

while the opposing major flow (with right turn) may 

be relatively undisturbed. Due to this behavior the 

orientation of this junction type cannot be disregarded in the application of RA. 

4.6 Analogies 

To have better judgment of the results, it is beneficial to examine the values from another 

perspective. Maximum queue lengths were calculated for two existing standards on tolerable 

service levels to provide a sufficient basis of comparison. 

4.6.1 Hungarian standard (UME) 

The Hungarian standard (MAÚT, 2004) 

sets six levels of service, labeled from 

LOS-A to LOS-F, ‘A’ being the best, ‘F’ 

being the worst. The levels are 

determined by readings (Figure 33) of 

average waiting time (tv), which is the 

function of prioritized (designated 

variable is also F) and yielding (fm) flows. 

Note that fm values greater than 500 are 

disregarded as they usually cause 

intolerable traffic situations. 

The category of the worst level of service 

(LOS-F) has only a lower limit, meaning 

that traffic flow with waiting time values 

beyond that limit (tv=90s) are considered 

to be congested, thus providing 

unacceptable service. It is logical to 

investigate queue lengths related to this tv 

RA left RA right

1 through lane 4 500 8 600

2 through lanes 600 4 100

1 through lane 13 000 10 500

2 through lanes 1 400 1 700

3 legs

4 legs

intersection type

Figure 33: Average waiting time, Hungarian standard (own) 

Table 10: Affection radii of different junction types 

(own) 
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value, as it is also the higher limit of the last accepted level of service (LOS-E). 

Calculation of queue length involves reading the average number of waiting vehicles on a 

similar graph and determining a coefficient which multiplies the read value to a standardized 

number of waiting vehicles.  

Queue length is then: 

𝐿 = 𝑁𝑚 ∙ 6 [𝑚] (4-1) 

where: 

 𝑁𝑚 = 𝑁 ∙ 𝑏  : standardized number of waiting vehicles 

 N : average number of waiting vehicles 

 b : standard coefficient 

Examining Figure 33 it is apparent that there are two extremes of tv=90s. One is at (F=650; 

fm=500), other is as (F=1350, fm=200). Calculation of queue lengths for the two pair of values 

gives the result of 162 and 60 meters. 

4.6.2 US standard (HCM) 

In the Highway Capacity Manual (HCM) (Transportation Research Board, 2000 and 2010) 

levels of service are categorized by control delay, from LOS-A to LOS-F, parallel to the 

Hungarian standard (its categorization was partially derived from HCM). 

While the method described in HCM is very elaborate, it has the means to give estimated queue 

lengths for arbitrary volume and capacity ratios and is not limited by a range of empirical graphs 

which do not give information beyond their scope. 

As the computational steps of intermediate values are numerous only the critical equations are 

displayed here. 

The 95th percentile queue length’s value (number of vehicles) for two-way stop-controlled 

(TWSC) intersections is calculated directly without deducting values from other context:  

𝑄95 ≈ 900 ∙ 𝑇 ∙

[
 
 
 
 

𝑉𝑅 − 1 +
√
(𝑉𝑅 − 1)2 +

(
3600
𝑐𝑚,𝑥

) ∙ 𝑉𝑅

150 ∙ 𝑇

]
 
 
 
 

∙ (
𝑐𝑚,𝑥

3600
) 

(4-2) 
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where: 

 𝑉𝑅 =
𝑣𝑥

𝑐𝑚,𝑥
 : volume ratio  

 vx : flow rate for movement x (veh/h) 

 cm,x : capacity of movement x (veh/h) 

 T : analysis time period (h) 

Although control type of the method is not equivalent to the control type in the simulation 

models (which is two way yield), it is reasonable to compare determined queue lengths to the 

simulation results, as the examined flows in the current calculation are the major flow’s left 

turns, which are not required to stop before yielding on TWSC junctions either. Minor flows 

were not assessed. 

However the 95th percentile queue length does not account for the effects of an oversaturated 

left turn lane, where the waiting vehicles are blocking the way of the through lane. Therefore it 

is also useful to calculate average queue lengths based on average delay times, where the 

probability of lane blocking does take effect. Average queue length is the product of average 

delay per vehicle and flow rate: 

�̅�𝑥 =
𝑑𝑥
3600

∙ 𝑣𝑥 
(4-3) 

where: 

𝑑𝑥 =
3600

𝑐𝑚,𝑥
+ 900 ∙ 𝑇 ∙

[
 
 
 
 

𝑉𝑅 − 1 +
√
(𝑉𝑅 − 1)2 +

(
3600
𝑐𝑚,𝑥

) ∙ 𝑉𝑅

450 ∙ 𝑇

]
 
 
 
 

+ 5 

(4-4) 

(other terms were previously defined) 

Results of the calculations are shown or Table 11. 

 

Table 11: Queue lengths according to HCM 2010 (own) 

1 through lane 3 051 22 233

2 through lanes 7 327 12 589

1 through lane 2 752 13 627

2 through lanes 4 965 2 722

intersection type

3 legs

4 legs

�̅�𝑄95
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4.7 Conclusion 

According to measurements in Pest County, the temporal course of a typical peak period was 

set as a 3 hour long time span with a sustained peak over 45 minutes, where the highest volumes 

are 72% higher than the lowest values. Spatial limits of the congestion caused by 45 minutes 

long peak period were determined for the examined junction types. Results confirmed the 

known phenomena of disproportionate difference between single and two lane junctions of the 

same type. These values help to determine the spacing of various junction types in a single 

microsimulation model where the analysis of superposed volume delay function parameters 

would be elaborated. 

Through the tests it was also confirmed, that inclusion of the ascending flow volumes does not 

have any effect on the results. The longest queues were found during the highest traffic 

volumes, as it was expected. It is worth to note the time offset which is needed for the oncoming 

vehicles to reach the examined intersection, as queue discharge can only be expected past the 

point in time where the peak flow reaches the junction. It also denotes the beginning 

development of extensive congestion, but the longest queues may appear only one hour after 

the highest volume enters the model. 

Analogies with current capacity theories’ queue length values show similarities only in case of 

the HCM calculations. Although it is laid down in both standards that the methodologies do not 

apply or have highly reduced accuracy under highly saturated traffic flows, most of the HCM’s 

results have the same order of magnitude as the result of the simulation However, comparison 

of discrete result show opposing tendencies of queue length regarding 95th percentile and 

average values. The explanation is in the calculation steps of the two lengths:  

Q95 is proportional to ratio of turning volume and movement capacity (vx/cm,x), where the latter 

is the function of the conflicting flow. As the conflicting flow rises (two lane carries more 

vehicles), movement capacity reduces, and the ratio of vx/cm,x grows, heightening the queue 

length. The process is logical, since Q95 is determined only for the turning lane. 

Regarding this phenomena in the examined congested state it is more reasonable to consider 

the average queue length, which value is based on the probability of overflowing left turn lane 

and the traffic volume on the neighboring through lane. Although the determined values of 

average queue length is not always close to the simulated values, the ratios of single and double 

through lane configuration’s queue lengths of calculated and simulated results are close to each 

other. 
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4.8 Further uses 

As the determined values of the affection radius are to be used in the analysis of chained 

junctions’ volume delay function parameters the validation to real life measurements (Bényei 

& Golarits, 2001) was unnecessary, although – once validated   the method demonstrated here 

shows the potential to assess valuable information for engineering practice (Schuchmann, 2009) 

(Kerner B. S., 2011). Widening the analysis to determine affection radii in context of vehicle 

volume and establishing the definition of quality (Level of Service) according to the distance 

between typical junction types is a logical extension of the subject. 

It is also desirable to convey a similar analysis regarding urban intersections, where junction 

distance is lower than in rural areas and traffic flow perturbations caused by neighboring 

intersections are more frequent. 

Examining the method detailed in the current chapter from a different perspective, affection 

radii could be determined not exclusively for a peak period but for different traffic volumes and 

different temporal persistence. It should be possible to discard the graphical-analytical method 

and conceive the relationship of these two attributes in the form of a mathematical function. 

The expected range of traffic flow perturbations could be determined by this function for every 

junction type and traffic state. 

 

4.9 Thesis II 

I have introduced the definition of generalized peak-hour traffic flow. Both relative height of 

the peak and sustained peak time was determined to develop a generic shape by the two 

variables. I have used the generalized peak-hour traffic flow shape to determine the spatial 

limits of traffic congestion according to junction type. (Vasvari, 2014b) 
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5 Additive effects 

(Vasvari, 2013c) (Vasvari, 2015 [accepted]) 

5.1 Introduction 

When the spatial limits of junction interactions are defined, it is possible to analyze the additive 

effects of multiple junctions on a road section through the perspective of total time delay effects. 

The current goal is to first describe and distinguish between the summed effects of close 

junctions (inside the affection radius) and those of which are further apart (outside of the 

affection radius), then analyze the relationship of time delay of similar intersections. 

Presumably once inside the affection radius, the rate of interaction is dependent on the distance 

between junctions meaning that the first case (inside 𝑅𝐴) would require more detailed 

experiments than the second (outside 𝑅𝐴)  if the goal would have been to elaborate general 

effects of multiple junctions on link delays. The current topic excludes these intricate details, 

as the inclusion of every distance measurement between every junction on each link in the 

proposed volume-delay function would make its application very complicated. Hence only two 

simulation series were ran for every case of junction chains: one where intersections were 

outside of the affection radius and one where they were inside it – to provide control-

measurements for the unaffected situation. 

It should be noted that the following chapters elaborate the adjustment of a generic 

mathematical concept to the specific need of volume-delay function fitting. The following 

methodology may be applied to a multitude of function fitting tasks well outside of the realm of 

transportation modelling. Consequently variable and parameter names (t, x̅) were chosen to 

emphasize the generic nature of the procedure throughout the following chapters. Once 

conclusions will have been drawn, notations will be readjusted to the specific needs of volume-

delay functions. 

5.2 Framework 

Simulation models created for previous analysis (chapter 3) were stringed together to create 

chains of two and three intersections. To clearly discern junction-specific details of 

superposition the investigation was restricted to homogenous intersection sets. 

Microsimulation models of the experiment share the following features: 

- Due to their higher stability and cleaner separation of results, all model junctions had 

two through lanes in both directions. 
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- Every model junction had a separate left-turning lane on the major road, and no turning 

lanes on the minor road 

- Heavy vehicle ratio was confined to 10% 

- Minor roads had vehicle inputs of 200 v/h 

- Turning ratios: 

 3-legVII 4-leg 

 major minor major minor 

left  10% 50% 10% 20% 

through 90% - 80% 60% 

right 10% 50% 10% 20% 

 

The composition of microsimulation models from the constructs introduced earlier is according 

to Table 12. 

notationVIII,IX junctions downstream 

road sect. 

intermediate 

road sect 

upstream 

road sect. 

1x3L One 3-leg 5km - 1km 

2x3L Two 3-leg 5km 5km 1km 

3x3L Three 3-leg 5km 5km 1km 

1x4L One 4-leg 3km - 1km 

2x4L Two 4-leg 3km 3km 1km 

3x4L Three 4-leg 3km 3km 1km 

2x3Lin Two 3-leg, affected 3km 3km 1km 

3x3Lin Three 3-leg, affected 3km 3km 1km 

2x4Lin Two 4-leg, affected 1km 1km 1km 

3x4Lin Three 4-leg, affected 1km 1km 1km 

Table 12:  Microsimulation model compositions (own) 

  

                                                 
VII Every approach of the major road has only two directions at three-leg junctions: either ‘left and through’ or 

‘right and through’. Percentages should be interpreted accordingly (i.e. 90%+10%) 
VIII Reference to schematic figures of the junction chains in APPENDIX B. 
IX The notation concept is: nxmL, where n=’number of intersections’, and m=’number of junction legs’ (i.e. 3 or 

4). A suffix of in denotes junction compositions where intersections were inside each other’s affection radius. 
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5.3 Function fitting 

In the early stages of the research (chapter 3) function fitting was performed manually by a 

graphical-analytical method. Although that approach was suitable to determine approximate 

function formulae, accurate comparison of several function curves requires a more objective 

approach. 

A common solution (Gisbert, 2007) for the problem of multi-parameter function fitting is 

through the use of Non-Linear Least-Squares Method (NLLSM) where the task is to minimize 

the sum of squares of residuals: 

The minimization problem is usually solved with an iterative method (gradient descent, 

conjugate gradient, line search etc.). For the current research a modified Gauss-Newton method 

was implemented (see APPENDIX A) which could be regarded as a specific type of gradient-

descent method. 

5.3.1 Formal definition 

Let vectors 𝑡̅ and 𝑓 ̅ represent measurements – observed data – (𝑡𝑖, 𝑓𝑖) provided by the 

microsimulation models. Let 𝐹(�̅�, 𝑡) be a model function where members of vector �̅� are the 

function parameters to be determined, and t is the function variable. The task is to find 

parameter vector �̅� which gives the best fit to observed data {𝑡𝑖, 𝑓𝑖}. 

Let 𝐺(�̅�) = (𝐹(�̅�, 𝑡1) … 𝐹(�̅�, 𝑡𝑚))
𝑇 be a vector function. Goodness of fit measurement is 

provided by calculating the Euclidian norm of the residuals: 𝐺(�̅�) − 𝑓.̅ Thus the task at hand 

can be redefined as a minimization problem: 

‖𝐺(�̅�) − 𝑓‖̅
2

2
→ 𝑚𝑖𝑛! (�̅�) 

(5-1) 

where the square of the Euclidian norm gives the sum of residuals’ squaresX (hence the name 

‘Least Squares Method’): 

‖𝐺(�̅�) − 𝑓‖̅
2
= √∑|𝐹(�̅�, 𝑡𝑖) − 𝑓𝑖|2

𝑖

 

(5-2) 

The 𝐺(�̅�) = 𝑓 ̅minima of equation (5-1) gives an over determined system of equations given 

the high number of observed data and lower number of function parameters. To calculate an 

                                                 
X Least Squares Method tends to overweigh the importance of observed data at high gradient parts of the model 

function, since residuals are determined by calculating the vertical difference of observed data and function value 

at the same t variable. This property of the method does not pose a significant drawback for the current subject but 

has to be kept in mind when evaluating the fitted parameters. In case of a need for a better objective function, the 

perpendicular distance of observed data to function curve should be calculated. 
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approximate solution, the parameters �̅� are refined from an initial value by successive iteration 

steps. At each step the model function is linearized at current parameter values 

𝐹(�̅�, 𝑡𝑖) +∑
𝜕𝐹(�̅�, 𝑡𝑖)

𝜕𝑥𝑗
∙ ∆𝑥𝑗

𝑗

= 𝑓𝑖 
(5-3) 

or in vector form: 

𝐺(�̅�) + 𝐽 ∙ ∆�̅� = 𝑓 ̅ (5-4) 

 

where J is the Jacobian matrix with members: 

𝐽𝑖𝑗 =
𝜕𝐹(�̅�, 𝑡𝑖)

𝜕𝑥𝑗
 

(5-5) 

and the refinement of current parameters are calculated by solving the normal equations: 

(𝐽𝑇 ∙ 𝐽) ∙ ∆�̅� = 𝐽𝑇 ∙ (𝑓̅ − 𝐺(�̅�)) 
(5-6) 

using Cholesky decomposition ( 𝐿𝐷𝐿𝑇variant). 

 

5.3.2 Algorithm 

Minimum search is done by a modified Gauss-Newton method. Once the gradient has been 

calculated it performs several scaling steps (lines 11-20) to calculate a refined parameter vector. 

 

1. 𝜅 ← 0 

2. 𝜏 ← Θ 

3. while 𝜅 < maximum number of iterations 

4.  𝒈(𝑖) ← 𝐹(𝑥, 𝑡(𝑖)) − 𝒇(𝑖)   ∀𝑖 

5.  𝛾 ← 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝒈) 

6.  if 𝜅 = 0 then Γ ← 𝛾 

7.  if 𝛾 < 휀 ∙ (1 + Γ) then terminate 

8.  𝑱(𝑖, 𝑗) ←
𝜕𝐹(𝑥𝑗,𝑡(𝑖)) 

𝜕𝑥𝑗
  ∀𝑖, 𝑗 

9.  solve  𝑱𝑇 ∙ 𝑱 ∙ 𝒗 = −𝑱𝑇 ∙ 𝒈  for 𝒗  (e.g. using Cholesky decomposition) 

10.  𝜔 ←0 
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11.  for 𝜆 ∈ [1, 𝜎] 

12.   𝒚(𝑖) ← 𝒙(𝑖) − 𝜏 ∙ 𝒗(𝑖)   ∀𝑖 

13.   𝒈(𝑖) ← 𝐹(𝑦, 𝑡(𝑖)) − 𝒇(𝑖)   ∀𝑖 

14.   𝜑 ← 𝑛𝑜𝑟𝑚(𝒈) 

15.   if 𝜑 < 𝛾 then 

16.    𝜔 ←1 

17.    if 𝜆 = 1 then 𝜏 ← min(Θ, 1.2 ∙ 𝜏) 

18.    exit for cycle 

19.   else 

20.    𝜏 ← max(Θ, 0.7 ∙ 𝜏) 

21.  if 𝜔 = 0 then terminate 

22.  𝒙(𝑖) ← 𝒚(𝑖)   ∀𝑖 

23.  𝜅 ← 𝜅 +1 

Algorithm 5: Minimum search by the Gauss-Newton method (own) 

Variable Θ denotes the initial scaling step size and 𝜎 the number of inner scaling steps. Initial 

values for variable 휀 parameter vector x has to be provided at the start of the algorithm. 

Return values (results) of the algorithm are the refined parameter vector x, and the sum of least 

squares g to be able to assess convergence. 

5.3.3 Preconditioning 

To efficiently solve the problem of function fitting there are two topics to consider: can the 

number of parameters be reduced, and the model function’s sensitivity to the change in 

parameter values. 

 Reduction of parameters 

The parameters of the conical delay function formula – rewriting equation (2-21) and expanding 

implicit parameter 𝛽 as in equation (2-22): 

𝐹(�̅�, 𝑡) = 

𝑥1 ∙ (𝑥2 +√𝑥32 ∙ (𝑥4 −
𝑡

𝑥5
)
2

+ (
2 ∙ 𝑥3 − 1

2 ∙ 𝑥3 − 2
)
2

− 𝑥3 ∙ (𝑥4 −
𝑡

𝑥5
) −

2 ∙ 𝑥3 − 1

2 ∙ 𝑥3 − 2
) 

(5-7) 
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Quantity of parameters can be reduced by merging 𝑥3, 𝑥4 and 𝑥5: 

𝑥3 ∙ (𝑥4 −
𝑡

𝑥5
) =

𝑥5
𝑥5

∙ 𝑥3 ∙ (𝑥4 −
𝑡

𝑥5
) =

𝑥3
𝑥5

∙ (𝑥4 ∙ 𝑥5 − 𝑡) 
(5-8) 

 

hence using substitutions: 

𝑦1 =
𝑥3

𝑥5
  and 𝑦2 = 𝑥4 ∙ 𝑥5 (5-9) 

the number of function parameters can be reduced. 

 

Re-numerating the parameters, the formula of the volume delay function to be fitted is: 

𝐹(�̅�, 𝑡) = 

𝑥1 ∙ (𝑥2 +√𝑥32 ∙ (𝑥4 − 𝑡)2 + (
2 ∙ 𝑥3 − 1

2 ∙ 𝑥3 − 2
)
2

− 𝑥3 ∙ (𝑥4 − 𝑡) −
2 ∙ 𝑥3 − 1

2 ∙ 𝑥3 − 2
) 

(5-10) 

 

 Parameter sensitivity 

Optimization efficiency also depend on the function’s sensitivity to its parameters. A well-

conditioned formula may be easier to fit but an ill-conditioned case might prevent the finding 

of an adequate parameter set. Assessment of this behavior is through a sensitivity analysis  

 One-Factor-At-a-Time 

First the behavior of the model function was analyzed by using a fixed value for each parameter 

(also for the variable t), modifying a single parameter and recording the change in function 

value. Charts of Figure 34 show this difference in VDF values. The difference is significant in 

the order of magnitude regarding specific parameters (see the range of abscissas). The 

sensitivity in factor x3 is apparent as well as the insensitivity in factor x4. 
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Figure 34: One-Factor-At-a-Time (OFAT) analysis of the parameters (own)  

Initial parameters are: �̅� = (5 55 1.01 2000)𝑇 , 𝑡 = 1500 

 

 

 Scatter plots 

Another useful method for sensitivity analysis is to use scatterplots. Function values are 

determined first by using the whole range parameters between expected values. Then a separate 

scatter plot is created for each parameter, displaying the particular parameter value on the 

abscissa and the function value on the ordinate. 

Considering the number and range of possible delay function parameters, the following scatter 

plots (Figure 35) were created by a random sampling method similar to Monte Carlo 

Simulations (Vasvari, 2014c).  
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Figure 35: Density plots of sensitivity analysis (own) 

The explored parameter space is adjusted between regular VDF values: 

𝑥1 ∈ [0, 5] , 𝑥2 ∈ [0, 100] , 𝑥3 ∈ [1.00, 1.05] , 𝑥4 ∈ [0, 5000] 

Charts display 105 random samples in parameter space. The different magnitudes of particular 

parameter ranges where the plotted values are concentrated vividly show the difference in 

sensitivity. 

 Conclusions 

Due to their highly different sensitivity, the model formula is ill-conditioned in terms of its 

parameters. This property prevents convergenceXI of the minimum search algorithm, thus the 

formula had to be modified. 

Reconditioning the formula by scaling the parameters with vector  

�̅� = (10−2 10−2 10−5 1)𝑇 and using the pointwise product �̅� ∘ �̅� instead of �̅� the model 

                                                 
XI The convergence of the implemented NLLSM was tested first without modifications, then with a variable step 

size in each dimension and found unfit to produce suitable parameter sets for the delay function. 
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function sensitivity toward its parameters can be equalized. Equation (5-11) introduces the 

modified formula: 

𝐹(�̅�, 𝑡) = (5-11) 

𝑎1𝑥1(𝑎2𝑥2 +√(𝑎3𝑥3)
2(𝑎4𝑥4 − 𝑡)2 + (

2𝑎3𝑥3
− 1

2𝑎3𝑥3 − 2
)
2

− 𝑎3𝑥3
(𝑎4𝑥4 − 𝑡) −

2𝑎3𝑥3 − 1

2𝑎3𝑥3 − 2
) 

 

 

5.3.4 Jacobian derivatives 

The NLLSM detailed above requires the construction of a Jacobian matrix of the partial 

derivatives of the model function (see equation (5-11)). 

The derivative by the first parameter is: 

𝜕𝐹(�̅�, 𝑡)

𝜕𝑥1
= 

(5-12) 

𝑎1 (𝑎2𝑥2 +√(𝑎3𝑥3)
2(𝑎4𝑥4 − 𝑡)2 + (

2𝑎3𝑥3
− 1

2𝑎3𝑥3 − 2
)
2

− 𝑎3𝑥3
(𝑎4𝑥4 − 𝑡) −

2𝑎3𝑥3 − 1

2𝑎3𝑥3 − 2
) 

 

The derivative by the second parameter: 

𝜕𝐹(�̅�, 𝑡)

𝜕𝑥2
= 𝑎1𝑥1𝑎2 

(5-13) 

The third parameter’s derivative: 

𝜕𝐹(�̅�, 𝑡)

𝜕𝑥3
= 

(5-14) 

𝑎1𝑥1

(

 
 
 𝑎3

2𝑥3(𝑎4𝑥4 − 𝑡)2 −
4𝑎3

2𝑥3 − 2𝑎3
(2𝑎3𝑥3 − 2)3

√(𝑎3𝑥3)2(𝑎4𝑥4 − 𝑡)2 + (
2 ∙ 𝑥3 − 1
2 ∙ 𝑥3 − 2)

2

− 𝑎3𝑎4𝑥4 + 𝑎3𝑡 +
2𝑎3

(2𝑎3𝑥3 − 2)2

)

 
 
 

 

The fourth parameter’s derivative is: 
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𝜕𝐹(�̅�, 𝑡)

𝜕𝑥4
= 𝑎1𝑥1

(

 
 
 

(𝑎3𝑥3)
2(𝑎4𝑥4 − 𝑡)

√(𝑎3𝑥3)2(𝑎4𝑥4 − 𝑡)2 + (
2𝑎3𝑥3 − 1
2𝑎3𝑥3 − 2)

2

− 𝑎3𝑥3𝑎4

)

 
 
 

 

(5-15) 

 

Derivative functions with a given set of parameters are displayed on Figure 36 for reference. 

 

Figure 36: Partial derivatives (own) 

VDF values on the left ordinate, derivative function values on the right ordinate, �̅� ∘ �̅� = (300 5100 101000 1800)𝑇 

 

5.3.5 Nonlinear function-fitting 

Examination of parameter and Euclidian norm convergence is displayed on Figure 37 for one 

particular iteration process. The graph shows that at the first few iterations the change in 

parameters and Euclidian norm is high, and shows an asymptotic behavior at higher iteration 

numbers, converging on the minimum solution. 
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Figure 37: Parameter and Euclidian norm convergence (own) 

displayed in quantities of change compared to the initial values (parameter x2 and Euclidian norm deltas are displayed on 

the right ordinate) 

 

Although Figure 37 suggests that the iteration should have been stopped at the 50th cycle as 

there is very little change in the value of the norm at later steps, a closer examination of the 

delay function curve’s response through the iteration shows otherwise. On Figure 38 the VDF 

form is displayed for every 5th iteration step up until the 100th. It is apparent that the iteration 

shouldn’t be stopped until step 75 but there are further refinements from that point on as well. 

At first glance the stop criterion of the algorithm is bifold: either it surpasses the allowed 

number of iterations or the Euclidian norm falls below a proportion of the initial norm. There 

is also a terminal condition at the inner cycle (Algorithm 5, line 15) which can be translated as 

“if there is no change in the value of norm by applying the current parameter refinement then 

finish the iteration”. Thus for the best results the value of ε should be set to zero, and the 

maximum number of iterations high enough to let the algorithm run until there is no change in 

the objective function’s value. 
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Figure 38: Function convergence to observed data (own) 

Fitted parameters were determined with and initial value �̅� ∘ �̅� = (1000 5035 101000 1200)𝑇 

There is one more detail to consider when using the NLLSM for VDF parameterization: to 

avoid fitting to congested data, removal of unnecessary measurements from vectors 𝑡̅ and 𝑓.̅ In 

the developed software an adjustable upper cap was implemented (see Figure 38) to account 

for this need. 

Observation showed that success of fitting mainly depend on the initial value of parameter x4  

– provided that upper cap was set to a proper value. This parameter has major effect on the 

horizontal position of the vertical asymptote (see Figure 39), and has to be set to a value where 

the asymptote is between the ordinate and the congested part of the observed data. 
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Figure 39: Examples of adequate (left) and unsuitable (right) initial values of x4 (own) 

Applying the principles introduced in previous chapters, the fitting of delay function parameters 

to microsimulation measurement data was successful. 

5.4 Analysis 

Although delay measurements of microsimulation runs were collected on a 15-minute 

(simulation time) basis to provide adequate sampling for analysis if necessary, functions were 

fitted first to aggregated data (hourly sum of vehicles and average of delay). This method was 

found suitable for further analysis. The main reason to use a reduced data set in the NLLSM 

was to avoid calculations with oversized vectors and matrices. 

There are two distinct contexts to analyze: 

- It has to be verified whether affection radius has effect on delay measurements of 

multiple junctions 

- The relation of junction quantity and delay function formula has to be determined 

Different model setups yield to different travel distance for the vehicles (see Table 12). To have 

comparable data, delay measurements were recalculated to minute/km units. 

5.4.1 Context of affection radius 

Time delay measurements of simulation runs show reasonable values (Figure 40). Vehicles 

traversing junctions which are inside the affection radius acquire more time delay than vehicles 

on more spacious junction chains, but the difference is restricted to the congested state. Below 

the point of theoretical capacity, model setups show similar time delays regardless of 

intersection placement. Comparing 3-leg and 4-leg junction chains, lower throughput of the 4-

leg variant is obvious – due to the higher number of vehicle conflicts at the intersections.  
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Figure 40: Time delay measurements of intersection chains (own) 
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Volume-delay functions have to be fitted on uncongested traffic data: it is necessary to employ 

a model curve past capacity to have a one-to-one mapping in the function (see also chapter 2.3). 

Consequently the distinction of road sections based on junction distance is not needed. Figure 

41 shows a function fit performed on the two data sets (junctions inside and outside of the 

affection radius), and Table 13 gives parametric details of the result. Difference between the 

two function curves are limited to the ‘model curve’ section, which part was omitted from the 

fitted dataset. Concerning relevant measurements, the determined parameters are very similar. 

notation 3x4L 3x4Lin 

x1 2.56 2.89 

x2 35 370 29 257 

x3 100 124 100 152 

x4 1 650 1 540 

‖ 𝑮(𝒙) − �̅�‖2 1.46 1.43 

Table 13: Fitted VDF parameters of a 4-leg 

junction chain (own) 

 

Figure 41: Fitted VDF curves (own) 

5.4.2 Context of junction quantity 

Charts of the previous Figure 40 also show that time delays are specific to junction type (3-leg 

or 4-leg) and also depending on the number of intersections on the road – as it could have been 

expected. By making use of the Non-Linear Least-Squares Method (NLLSM) specified earlier 

(chapter 5.3) estimation of delay function parameters was realized. To provide an equal basis 

for comparison, previously fittedXII parameters concerning 3- and 4-leg junctions were 

discarded and were determined anew by NLLSM (Table 14, Figure 42). 

notation 1x3L 2x3L 3x3L 1x4L 2x4L 3x4L 

number of 
iterations 

258 267 382 79 88 849 

x1 1.50 2.68 13.57 1.79 1.32 5.53 

x2 37 308.80 39 868.10 22 499.76 63 094.50 60 710.43 35 935.95 

x3 100 128.89 100 116.09 100 211.49 100 067.56 100 069.04 100 127.50 

x4 2 123.29 2 287.69 2 349.05 2 591.23 2 144.85 2 189.93 

‖g‖2 6.07 2.48 4.62 4.17 1.10 0.82 
Table 14: Function parameters determined by NLLSM (own) 

                                                 
XII Referring to the graphical-analytical method mentioned in chapter 3. 
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Figure 42: VDF graphs of junction chains (own) 

Observation of the parameters tell that variations are in similar order of magnitude, and  

– excluding x1 and x2 – each form a tight numeric range but none of them are identical. Using a 

specific set of parameters for every road section would require a lot of resources (time and 

manpower) during modeling, hence it is worth to investigate whether the formulation can be 

unified. By taking a look at the function graphs on Figure 42 it is clear without further 

calculations that one VDF could not be reproduced by simple scaling of one of the other curves. 

However the degree of deviation could be better assessed on the following figures. Figure 43 

and Figure 44 show 3-leg and 4-leg junction VDFs (black curves) and additionally the ratio of 

specific functions, marked with color blue. 

 

Figure 43: Delay curves and ratios of 3-leg junction and junction chains (own) 

(Blue curves show the ratio of different VDF values) 
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Defining function ratios as: 

𝑅𝑡𝑦𝑝1,𝑡𝑦𝑝2(𝑡) =
𝐹(�̅�𝑡𝑦𝑝1, 𝑡)

𝐹(�̅�𝑡𝑦𝑝2, 𝑡)
 

(5-16) 

where typ1, typ2 are examined junction types (e.g. 2x3L and 1x3L) and indexed vectors of x 

are the set of corresponding function parameters. 

Dividing the function values of junction chains by the function values of the singular 

intersection shows a quasi-linear relationship up to the point where traffic volumes exceed the 

capacity of the model setup at one of the functions compared. After that point, ratios of both 3- 

and 4-leg junction chains show similarities to their own types but the effect is exaggerated by 

the increasing number of junctions. There are some deviations to this logic, mostly apparent at 

4-leg junctions, where the fitted curve of the singular junction is irregular at very low traffic 

volumes, producing a large spike when using VDF values as a denominator. This irregularity 

can be explained with the mechanisms of the Least Squares Method mentioned earlier in chapter 

5.3, the overweighing properties of the method at high-gradient parts of the function, meaning 

that low gradient parts are not fitted as accurately as high gradient parts. This attribute produces 

the discrepancy between different VDFs around zero traffic volume values. 

 

Figure 44: Delay curves and ratios of 4-leg junction and junction chains (own) 

(Blue curves show the ratio of different VDF values) 
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Although this inspection did not give 

firsthand results, it showed that while the 

functions themselves diverge, there is some 

similarity in their behavior. This 

confirmation of the hypothesis leads to 

another inquiry: a similar examination of the 

inverse functions. Considering formula 

(5-11) and the fact that inverse functions are 

not needed in other parts of the research, 

inverses were constructed by numeric goal-

seeking in MS Excel at specific 𝑓(𝑡) function 

values. 

 

 

Analytically the function inverse can be written as: 

𝐹𝑖𝑛𝑣(�̅�, 𝑓) = 𝑇(�̅�, 𝑓) (5-17) 

then inverse function ratio as: 

𝐼𝑡𝑦𝑝1,𝑡𝑦𝑝2(𝑓) =
𝑇(�̅�𝑡𝑦𝑝1, 𝑓)

𝑇(�̅�𝑡𝑦𝑝2, 𝑓)
 

(5-18) 

where f represent the variable along the ordinate. 

By executing the division, resulting graphs (Figure 45) seem to be close to linear – even 

constant – indeed. Again, there are irregularities at low function values due to the inaccuracy 

of fitting. Overlooking the slight curve of these graphs, approximate scaling factors can be 

determined for the function variable. Then it is possible to describe all three delay functions 

with a single parameter set and the additional scaling factor. Figure 46 shows the separate delay 

functions, and the unified formula with the scaling factors. To help comparison, differences 

between fitted and unified formulae are also displayed on the following figures – marked by 

the color blue. The conspicuously large difference at higher traffic volumes could be deemed 

less significant as it is on the ‘model’ part of the curve, where measured data had little to no 

impact on the function shape. However using the VDF of the singular junction model 

propagates the inaccuracy of fitting at lower volumes to other intersection chains.  

Figure 45: Ratios of 3-leg junctions’ inverse VDFs (own) 
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Figure 46: Unified VDF for 3-leg junctions, based on 1x3L formula (own) 

A better curve shape can be derived from the two-junction variant (see Figure 47). It is also a 

viable solution to manually adjust the curve shape and use it as a basis for all three VDFs. 

 

Figure 47: Unified VDF for 3-leg junctions, based on 2x3L formula (own) 

Function differences also show improvement – although marginal – using the two-junction 

variant as a basis for unified formulae. 
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Four leg junction delays can be analyzed in 

the same manner as three leg junctions: first 

determining the inverse-function ratios 

(Figure 48), then using the results and replace 

the three parameter set with a single one and 

an additional scaling factor (Figure 49). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 49 : Unified VDF for 4-leg junctions, based on 1x4L formula (own) 

The problem of irregular function fit persists here as well, it is better to use the two-junction 

model’s VDF parameters again as a basis (Figure 50). Once more, difference curves (in blue) 

show slight improvement – lower distance between fitted and unified functions in that case. 

Figure 48: Ratios of 4-leg junctions’ inverse VDFs (own) 
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Figure 50 : Unified VDF for 4-leg junctions, based on 2x4L formula (own) 

Actual parameters and calculated Euclidian norms are presented in Table 15 for comparison. 

notation 1x3L 2x3L 3x3L 
1x3L 

unified 

3x3L 

unified 

x1 1.50 2.68 13.57 2,68 2,68 

x2 37 308 39 868 22 499 39 868 39 868 

x3 100 128 100 116 100 211 100 116 100 116 

x4 2 123 2 287 2 349 2 287 2 287 

b - - - 0.95 1.10 

‖ 𝑮(𝒙) − �̅�‖2 6.07 2.48 4.62 3.80 3.50 
Table 15: Fitted and redefined function parameters (own) 

 

5.5 Conclusion 

Implementation of the Non-Linear Least-Squares Method was successful. Supporting 

convergence, a set of scaling factors were incorporated into formula (5-10) resulting in equation 

(5-11). These factors may be omitted later, using the pointwise product �̅� ∘ �̅� directly in the 

original equation. 

Microsimulation results showed that in the region of uncongested traffic flow it is not necessary 

to distinguish upon intersection distance. Simulations also confirmed the different behavior of 

affected and unaffected junctions under congested traffic. 
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Scaling of the function variable successfully unifies the VDF formula of homogenous junction 

series for each intersection type. The operation eliminates the need of separate parameter sets 

for different number of intersections on the link but introduces a new factor (b) to the formula, 

expanding equation (5-10): 

𝐹(�̅�, 𝑏, 𝑡) = 

𝑥1 ∙ (𝑥2 +√𝑥32 ∙ (𝑥4 − 𝑏 ∙ 𝑡)2 + (
2 ∙ 𝑥3 − 1

2 ∙ 𝑥3 − 2
)
2

− 𝑥3 ∙ (𝑥4 − 𝑏 ∙ 𝑡) −
2 ∙ 𝑥3 − 1

2 ∙ 𝑥3 − 2
) 

(5-19) 

Rewriting the formula above using traditional notations of volume-delay functions found in 

chapters 2 and 3: 

𝑡(𝑣) = 𝜑1 ∙ (𝜑2 +√𝛼2 ∙ (𝜑3 − 𝑏 ∙ 𝑣)2 + 𝛽2 − 𝛼 ∙ (𝜑3 − 𝑏 ∙ 𝑣) − 𝛽) 
(5-20) 

 

5.6 Further uses 

The demonstrated methodology can be applied to chains of other junction types to determine 

specific delay function parameters. Delays should also be analyzed in the context of heavy 

vehicle ratio and minor flow volumesXIII. The inspection of mixed intersection chains is a 

straightforward extension of the research project. 

5.7 Thesis III.a 

Using simulation measurements I have proved that junction-specific volume-delay function 

formulae are independent of the fact that intersections are inside or not the previously defined 

affection radius. This detail reduces the set of delay functions needed to describe the effects of 

intersections on travel time. (Vasvari, 2015 [accepted]) 

5.8 Thesis III.b 

I have demonstrated that the superposition of several consecutive road intersections of the same 

type can be achieved by implicit scaling of the volume-delay function’s variable (vehicle 

volume). Modification of the delay function’s parameters are not necessary. The significance 

of the finding is that by defining only one parameter set for a typical junction type, delays added 

of a – homogenous – intersection chain can be described for any number of elements. 

(Vasvari, 2015 [accepted]) 

                                                 
XIII Although there were a few exploratory trials toward incorporating different HGV ratio and minor flow volumes 

into the delay function parameters, the current research data is still insufficient to support such extensions. 
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6 Summary 

The research documented in this dissertation establishes a link between microscopic simulation 

and macroscopic modelling through the creation of volume-delay functions. VDFs are 

fundamental components of the network modelling procedure, determined by evaluation of 

traffic flow measurements. Examinations detailed in this text use data for this task from 

simulated traffic flows, to provide a controlled environment for analysis. 

After precursory Chapters 1 and 2, Chapter 3 introduced the concept of junction-specific 

volume-delay functions. It was confirmed through trials that vehicle travel time delays at 

intersections can be described indeed with the same specific formula as the one used to define 

time delays on uninterrupted road sections. Another set of trials confirmed the viability of 

microsimulations to create diverse, yet distinguishable data sets of traffic flow measurements, 

supporting further examinations of the research. By the main concept a simulation control logic 

was formed to run a wide variety of microsimulations autonomously and regulate data output 

of these automated runs. Results were processed in a graphical-analytical way to fit delay 

functions to simulation data. Examination of the acquired function set showed similarities in 

several functions which led to the merging of the respective VDFs, reducing the number of 

functions thus increasing efficiency of the presumed application. 

Chapter 4 laid down the notion of affection radius to define intersection-specific spatial extents 

of traffic congestions. Temporal attributes of the daily peak period were analyzed and 

formulated into a generic shape, enabling inspection of the aforementioned radius. Since it was 

not possible to allocate time for extensive data collection, the generic peak was derived from 

previous measurements – property of our Department, but independent of the current research. 

Although the examined set of junctions for affection radius were originated from the previous 

part of the research, but was reduced in size, since the intersection models themselves had to 

be extended to a length of 40 kilometers in order to contain the whole congestion – and 

expansion of the models implied greatly increased running times. Affection radii were 

determined for specific intersection types using momentary speed graphs of individual vehicles. 

Onset of the congestion was apparent on each graph and could be read directly. Estimated queue 

lengths were calculated by Hungarian and US standards, providing context for the results. It 

must be noted here that the need for separate treatment of junction chains based on affection 

radii proved to be obsolete later during the research. 
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Finally Chapter 5 elaborated a numerical solution for function fitting, making use of the Least 

Squares Method for measuring goodness of fit, and a modified Gauss-Newton method for 

iterative estimation of the VDF parameters. Delay functions determined in this reproducible 

method provided a foundation for the evaluation of multiple intersections’ additive effects. 

Analysis of the determined functions revealed an implicit scaling property regarding 

homogenous junction chains. Leveraging this attribute it was possible to formulate a single 

junction-specific VDF reducing the effort involved in the application of the determined 

functions during later use. 

Summing up the research it was demonstrated that microsimulations produce sufficient traffic 

flow data to define the volume-delay relationship of intersections. Supported by this finding a 

batch of examinations successfully uncovered an important attribute of intersection-specific 

time-delays in case of road sections with invariable junction types. Time-delays on these road 

sections can be described with a single junction-specific formula, where only the variable 

(traffic volume) has to be scaled according to the number of intersections on the link. 

During the research multiple methods were implemented from data acquisition through 

experimental model-setup to autonomous function fitting. These methods were developed with 

a generic approach and can be used in other research scenarios in the future – not limited to the 

extensions of the current project. 
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7 Applications 

The methodology presented in Chapter 3 can be utilized for a multi-variate examination of 

typical road junctions – which would have been an objective too ambitious regarding the 

confines of the current research. Effects of the crossing – minor – road traffic, heavy vehicle 

ratios, vertical geometry and a higher variety of intersection control logic can be analyzed in 

the context of time delays. These parameters could also be integrated with the results of the 

current research to create highly detailed junction-specific volume-delay functions. 

Although affection radii measurements in Chapter 4 proved to be irrelevant concerning 

intersection-specific VDFs, the concept is already defined in the paper and determined metrics 

can be used in other topics where the spatial extents of congestion regarding typical 

intersections is a significant matter. An example is the impending revision of allowed junction 

distance in the current national road-design regulations to make allowance for the type of 

intersection among the default values. Inspecting affection radii of urban intersections is also 

reasonable, especially that these road networks are denser than in rural scenarios and junction 

interactions are commonplace in cities. There are more benefits besides the extension of the 

research topic. Examination of duration and peak of the rush-hour traffic gives useful 

background to create a region-specific recommendation of standard values used for capacity 

analysis – would it be carried out on a much larger dataset. 

The elaborated function fitting algorithm (using Non-Linear Least-Squares Method) can be 

applied to a wide range of other non-linear (and of course linear as well) functions, and 

corresponding measurements. With little modification the developed software can be adapted 

to any new formula. In case of the partial derivatives could not be provided analytically it is 

also possible – with little effort – to modify the algorithms for numeric calculation of the 

derivatives. It is also rational to amend the calculation of goodness-of-fit metrics since residuals 

calculated by the generic Least Squares Method are determined by vertical differences of 

measurements to the fitted curve. This method may be amended to calculate the distance 

between observation data and model function to reduce the bias encountered at higher gradient 

parts of the function to be fitted. 
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8 Novel scientific results 

8.1 Thesis I 

I have demonstrated that time delays at road junctions can be expressed in the form of a volume-

delay function. Using microsimulations I have successfully defined the junction-specific branch 

of volume delay functions using the same formula that is used in transportation modeling to 

express the effect of traffic volume on travel time. Examined intersections showed similar 

curves to the related fundamental diagram of uninterrupted road sections. (Vasvari, 2013b) 

(Vasvari, 2014a) 

8.2 Thesis II 

I have introduced the definition of generalized peak-hour traffic flow. Both relative height of 

the peak and sustained peak time was determined to develop a generic shape by the two 

variables. I have used the generalized peak-hour traffic flow shape to determine the spatial 

limits of traffic congestion according to junction type. (Vasvari, 2014b) 

8.3 Thesis III.a 

Using simulation measurements I have proved that junction-specific volume-delay function 

formulae are independent of the fact that intersections are inside or not the previously defined 

affection radius. This detail reduces the set of delay functions needed to describe the effects of 

intersections on travel time. (Vasvari, 2015 [accepted]) 

8.4 Thesis III.b 

I have demonstrated that the superposition of several consecutive road intersections of the same 

type can be achieved by implicit scaling of the volume-delay function’s variable (vehicle 

volume). Modification of the delay function’s parameters are not necessary. The significance 

of the finding is that by defining only one parameter set for a typical junction type, delays added 

of a – homogenous – intersection chain can be described for any number of elements. (Vasvari, 

2015 [accepted]) 
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(Implementations in Visual Basic .NET 2010 and Visual Basic .NET 2013) 
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1 COM interface 

The following program code was developed by the author to establish a connection to VISSIM 

through the COM interface for automated handling of microsimulations and data collection.  

1.1 Program code 

Imports Microsoft.Office.Interop 
Imports VISSIM_COMSERVERLib 
Imports System 
Imports System.IO 
Imports System.Text 
Imports System.Math 
Imports System.ComponentModel 
 
Module VISSIMstep 
 
    Public dictProcessed As New Dictionary(Of String, Dictionary(Of Integer,  
   Dictionary(Of Integer, List(Of Double(,))))) 
    Public iSimOff As Double 
    Public iSimTime As Double 
    Public iSeedNum As Integer 
    Public iSeedStart As Integer 
    Public iSeedStep As Integer 
    Public iRunNumMin As Integer 
    Public iNumDetMax As Integer 
    Public iVolStepStart As Double 
    Public iVolStepMin As Double 
    Public iVolStepDiv As Double 
    Public iVolStepCross As Double 
    Public iVolStart As Double 
    Public dLim As Double = 1 '0.99 
    Public iVolMax As Double 
    Public sPathBase As String 
    Public sPathList As New List(Of String) 
    Public sTgks As String 
    Public sVols As String 
    Public s7zPath As String = "C:\Program Files\7-Zip\7z.exe" 
    Public sw As StreamWriter 
 
 
    Sub Main(sender As Object, e As System.ComponentModel.DoWorkEventArgs) 
 
        Dim worker As BackgroundWorker = CType(sender, BackgroundWorker) 
 
        Dim oXL As Excel.Application 
        Dim oWB As Excel.Workbook 
        Dim oSheet As Excel.Worksheet 
 
        Dim oViss As Vissim 
        Dim oTC As TrafficComposition 
        Dim oInp As VehicleInput 
        Dim oInps As VehicleInputs 
 
        Dim i As Integer 
        Dim ii As Integer 
 
        Dim j As Integer 
        Dim k As Integer 
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        Dim m As Integer 
        Dim iNumRuns As Integer 
        Dim iNumDet As Integer  
        Dim iLnks(1) As Integer 
        Dim iStep As Integer 
        Dim iRow As Integer 
        Dim sPath As String 
        Dim sPathSim As String 
 
 
        Dim sFileBase As String 
        Dim sSimName As String 
        Dim sDelays As String() 
        Dim s As String 
        Dim dVolMax(1) As Double 
        Dim sTgk As Double 
        Dim dFlow As Double 
        Dim dVol As Double 
        Dim dVols As New List(Of Double) 
        Dim lVols As New List(Of Double(,)) 
        Dim currVols(,) As Integer 
 
        Dim bCont As Boolean 
        Dim congested As Boolean 
 
        worker.ReportProgress(0, "Preparing models...") 
        If Not ProcessINP(sPathBase) Then Exit Sub 
 
        If worker.CancellationPending Then e.Cancel = True : Exit Sub 
        worker.ReportProgress(0, "Starting Vissim...") 
 
        oViss = New Vissim 
        oViss.ShowMinimized() 
 
        If worker.CancellationPending Then 
            oViss.Exit() 
            oViss = Nothing 
            Exit Sub 
        End If 
        worker.ReportProgress(0, "Starting Excel...") 
 
        oXL = CreateObject("Excel.Application") 
        oXL.Visible = True 'csak teszt üzemben kell 
        oXL.WindowState = Excel.XlWindowState.xlMinimized 
        oWB = oXL.Workbooks.Add() 
        oSheet = oWB.ActiveSheet 
        FormatXL(oSheet) 
        If File.Exists(sPathBase & "\eredmenyek.xls") Then File.Delete(sPathBase & 
   "\eredmenyek.xls") 
        oWB.SaveAs(sPathBase & "\eredmenyek.xls") 
 
        iRow = oSheet.UsedRange.Rows.Count + 1 
        For Each sPath In sPathList        'INP lista feldolgozása 
            sPathSim = Left(sPath, sPath.LastIndexOf("\") + 1) 
            sFileBase = Mid(sPath, sPath.LastIndexOf("\") + 2) 
            sFileBase = Left(sFileBase, sFileBase.LastIndexOf(".")) 
            sSimName = sPathSim.TrimEnd("\").Split("\").Last 
            IO.Directory.CreateDirectory(sPathBase & "\eredmenyek\" & sSimName) 
 
 
            If worker.CancellationPending Then 
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                oViss.Exit() 
                oViss = Nothing 
                oWB.Save() 
                oWB.Close() 
                oXL.Quit() 
                oXL = Nothing 
                Exit Sub 
            End If 
            worker.ReportProgress(0, "Opening: " & sPath) 
 
            oViss.LoadNet(sPath) 
 
            If worker.CancellationPending Then 
                oViss.Exit() 
                oViss = Nothing 
                oWB.Save() 
                oWB.Close() 
                oXL.Quit() 
                oXL = Nothing 
                Exit Sub 
            End If 
            worker.ReportProgress(0, "General settings") 
 
            SetModell(oViss) 
 
            oTC = oViss.Net.TrafficCompositions(1)    
            dFlow = oTC.AttValue1("RELATIVEFLOW", 100) +      
    oTC.AttValue1("RELATIVEFLOW", 200) 
 
            worker.ReportProgress(0, "Simulation with parameters:") 
 
            For k = iSeedStart To iSeedStart + (iSeedNum - 1) * iSeedStep Step  
            iSeedStep  
                oViss.Simulation.RandomSeed = k 
 
                For Each sTgk In sTgks.Split(",")  
                    oTC.AttValue1("RELATIVEFLOW", 100) = dFlow - sTgk / 100 
                    oTC.AttValue1("RELATIVEFLOW", 200) = sTgk / 100 
 
                    m = iVolStart 
                    Do 
                        iNumRuns = 0 
                        iStep = iVolStepStart 
                        j = m 
                        dVolMax(0) = 0 
                        dVolMax(1) = 0 
                        dVols.Clear() 
                        iNumDet = 0 
                        Do 
                            dVols.Add(j) 
                            For Each oInp In oViss.Net.VehicleInputs 
                                Select Case oInp.Name 
                                    Case My.Settings.settCodeF1 
                                        'major flow 1 
                                        iLnks(0) = oInp.AttValue("LINK") 
                                    Case My.Settings.settCodeF2 
                                        'major flow 2 
                                        iLnks(1) = oInp.AttValue("LINK") 
                                    Case Else 
                                        'minor flow  
                                        oInp.AttValue("VOLUME") = m 
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                                End Select 
                            Next 
 
                            currVols = ProcessVols(sVols, j) 
                            For ii = 0 To 1 
                                oInps = oViss.Net.VehicleInputs. 
      GetVehicleInputsOnLink(iLnks(ii)) 
                                For i = oInps.Count To 1 Step -1 
                                    oInp = oInps(i) 
                                    oViss.Net.VehicleInputs. 
       RemoveVehicleInput(oInp.ID) 
                                Next i 
                                For i = 0 To currVols.GetUpperBound(1) - 1 
                                    oInp = oViss.Net.VehicleInputs. 
       AddVehicleInput(iLnks(ii), currVols(0, i), 
          currVols(0, i + 1)) 
                                    If ii = 0 Then _ 
                                        oInp.Name = My.Settings.settCodeF1 Else _ 
                                        oInp.Name = My.Settings.settCodeF2 
                                    oInp.AttValue("VOLUME") = currVols(1, i) 
                                    oInp.AttValue("TRAFFICCOMPOSITION") = 1 
                                Next i 
                            Next ii 
 
                            oViss.Simulation.RandomSeed = k 
                            oViss.SaveNet() 
 
                            worker.ReportProgress(0, "Major:" & j & "   Minor:" & m 
       & "   HGV:" & sTgk & "%   Random seed:" & k) 
 
                            sDelays = {} 
                            bCont = True 
                            If dictProcessed.Count > 0 Then 
                                If dictProcessed.ContainsKey(sSimName) Then 
                                    If dictProcessed(sSimName).ContainsKey(k) Then 
                                        If dictProcessed(sSimName)(k). 
       ContainsKey(sTgk) Then 
                                            lVols = dictProcessed(sSimName)(k)(sTgk) 
                                            For Each dV As Double(,) In lVols 
                                                If dV(0, 0) = j And dV(0, 1) = m  
         Then 
 
                                                    worker.ReportProgress(0,  
         "There are results in the loaded 
         list associated with these  
         parameters.") 
 
                                                    bCont = False 
                                                    sDelays = {sPathSim & sFileBase, 
         sSimName, j, m, sTgk, k, 6,  
          dV(0, 3), 8, 9, dV(0, 2), 
          11, 12, dV(1, 3), 14, 15, 
          dV(1, 2)} 
                                                    Exit For 
                                                End If 
                                            Next 
                                        End If 
                                    End If 
                                End If 
                            End If 
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                            If bCont Then 
                                If worker.CancellationPending Then 
                                    oViss.Exit() 
                                    oViss = Nothing 
                                    oWB.Save() 
                                    oWB.Close() 
                                    oXL.Quit() 
                                    oXL = Nothing 
                                    Exit Sub 
                                End If 
 
 
                                oViss.Simulation.RunContinuous() 
 
                                sDelays = File.ReadAllLines(sPathSim & sFileBase & 
           ".vlz") 
                                s = sPathSim & sFileBase & ";" & sSimName & ";" & j 
       & ";" & m & ";" & sTgk & ";" & k & ";" &  
       sDelays.Last 
                                sDelays = s.Split(";") 
                            End If 
 
                            congested = False 
                            If iStep > 0 AndAlso (sDelays(10) < dVolMax(0) * dLim Or 
     sDelays(16) < dVolMax(1) * dLim) Then 
                                j -= iStep 
                                iStep /= iVolStepDiv 
                                worker.ReportProgress(0, "Major flow throughput is 
       below the previous step's results.") 
                                congested = True 
                            Else 
                                If iStep = iVolStepStart Then iNumRuns += 1 
                            End If 
 
                            dVolMax(0) = sDelays(10) 
                            dVolMax(1) = sDelays(16) 
                            File.Copy(sPathSim & sFileBase & ".inp", _ 
                                 sPathBase & "\eredmenyek\" & sSimName & "\" &  
      sFileBase & "_f" & j & "_m" & m & "_tgk" & sTgk & 
      "_rs" & k & ".inp.bak", True) 
                            File.Copy(sPathSim & sFileBase & ".vlz", _ 
                                 sPathBase & "\eredmenyek\" & sSimName & "\" &  
      sFileBase & "_f" & j & "_m" & m & "_tgk" & sTgk & 
      "_rs" & k & ".vlz", True) 
                            PutXL(oSheet, sDelays, iRow, congested) 
                            oWB.Save() 
                            iRow += 2 
 
                            j += iStep 
                            If iStep < 0 Then 
                                iNumDet += 1 
                            ElseIf iStep <= iVolStepMin Then 
                                j -= iStep 
                                iStep *= iVolStepDiv 
                                j += iStep 
                                iStep *= -1 
                                iNumDet += 1 
                            End If 
 
                            Do 
                                bCont = True 
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                                For Each dVol In dVols 
                                    If dVol = j Then 
                                        bCont = False 
                                        If iStep > 0 Then 
                                            j -= iStep 
                                            If iStep / iVolStepDiv < iVolStepMin 
Then 
                                                iStep *= -1 
                                                iNumDet += 1 
                                            Else 
                                                iStep /= iVolStepDiv 
                                            End If 
                                        Else 
                                            iNumDet += 1 
                                        End If 
                                        j += iStep 
                                        Exit For 
                                    End If 
                                Next 
                            Loop Until bCont 
 
 
 
                        Loop Until Abs(iStep) <= iVolStepMin Or j >= iVolMax Or  
        iNumDet > iNumDetMax 
 
                        worker.ReportProgress(0, "End of major flow series.") 
                        worker.ReportProgress(0, "iNumDet=" & iNumDet) 
                        worker.ReportProgress(0, "") 
 
                        m += iVolStepCross 
                    Loop While iNumRuns >= iRunNumMin 
 
                    worker.ReportProgress(0, "There is no point of increasing minor 
        flow input further.") 
                    worker.ReportProgress(1, "") 
 
                Next sTgk 
                worker.ReportProgress(0, "") 
            Next k 
        Next sPath 
 
 
        worker.ReportProgress(0, "") 
        worker.ReportProgress(0, "End of batch") 
        worker.ReportProgress(0, "") 
        If worker.CancellationPending Then 
            e.Cancel = True 
            oViss.Exit() 
            oViss = Nothing 
            oWB.Save() 
            oWB.Close() 
            oXL.Quit() 
            oXL = Nothing 
            Exit Sub 
        End If 
 
 
        worker.ReportProgress(0, "Compressing plain text results...") 
        SzipFolder(sPathBase & "\eredmenyek") 
        IO.Directory.Delete(sPathBase & "\eredmenyek", True) 
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        oViss.Exit() 
        oViss = Nothing 
 
        ChartXL(oSheet, oSheet.Range("$G:$H")) 
        FinXL(oSheet) 
 
        oWB.Save() 
        oXL.Visible = True 
        oXL.WindowState = Excel.XlWindowState.xlNormal 
        oXL.UserControl = True 
        oXL = Nothing 
 
    End Sub 
 
Function ProcessINP(ByVal sPathIn As String) As Boolean 
        Dim sFileContents As New StringBuilder() 
        Dim sPath As String 
        Dim sLine As String 
        Dim sTT(1) As String 
 
        For Each sPath In sPathList 
            If File.Exists(sPath & ".original") Then File.Delete(sPath) Else  
    File.Move(sPath, sPath & ".original") 
            sFileContents.Clear() 
            Using sr As StreamReader = File.OpenText(sPath & ".original") 
                Do 
                    sLine = sr.ReadLine() 
                    Select Case Left(sLine, 9) 
                        Case Is = "NUMBER_OF" 
                            If My.Settings.settCores Then 
                                sFileContents.AppendLine("NUMBER_OF_CORES  MAX") 
                            Else 
                                sFileContents.AppendLine(sLine) 
                            End If 
 
 
                        Case Is = "TRAVEL_TI" 
                            If My.Settings.settDelay Then 
                                If InStr(sLine, "NAME") > 0 Then 
                                    Select Case Mid(sLine, 25, 4) 
                                        Case Is = My.Settings.settCodeTT1 
                                            sTT(0) = Trim(Mid(sLine, 12, 6)) 
                                        Case Is = My.Settings.settCodeTT2 
                                            sTT(1) = Trim(Mid(sLine, 12, 6)) 
                                    End Select 
                                ElseIf InStr(sLine, "AGGREGATION") > 0 Then 
                                    sFileContents.AppendLine("TRAVEL_TIME    
       AGGREGATION_INTERVAL " & iSimTime & " FROM " 
       & iSimOff & " UNTIL " & iSimOff + iSimTime & 
       " RAW NO  AGGREGATE YES") 
                                    sLine = sr.ReadLine 
                                End If 
 
                            End If 
                            sFileContents.AppendLine(sLine) 
 
 
                        Case Is = "-- Delays" 
                            If My.Settings.settDelay Then 
                                sFileContents.AppendLine("-- Delays: --") 
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                                sFileContents.AppendLine("-------------") 
                                sFileContents.AppendLine(" DELAY_TIME  FROM " &  
      iSimOff & " UNTIL " & iSimOff + iSimTime & "   
      AGGREGATION_INTERVAL " & iSimTime & " RAW NO   
      AGGREGATE YES") 
                                sFileContents.AppendLine("") 
                                sFileContents.AppendLine(" DELAY_TIME     1   
          EVALUATION YES") 
                                sFileContents.AppendLine("        TRAVEL_TIME " & 
          sTT(0)) 
                                sFileContents.AppendLine("        VEHICLE_CLASSES 
          ALL") 
                                sFileContents.AppendLine(" DELAY_TIME     2   
          EVALUATION YES") 
                                sFileContents.AppendLine("        TRAVEL_TIME " & 
          sTT(1)) 
                                sFileContents.AppendLine("        VEHICLE_CLASSES 
          ALL") 
                                sFileContents.AppendLine("") 
                                sFileContents.AppendLine("-- Data Collection: --") 
                                Do 
                                    sLine = sr.ReadLine() 
                                Loop Until sLine = "-- Data Collection: --" 
                                sFileContents.Append(sr.ReadToEnd()) 
                                Exit Do 
                            Else 
                                sFileContents.AppendLine(sLine) 
                                sFileContents.Append(sr.ReadToEnd()) 
                                Exit Do 
                            End If 
 
 
                        Case Else 
                            sFileContents.AppendLine(sLine) 
                    End Select 
                Loop Until sLine Is Nothing 
            End Using 
 
            If My.Settings.settDelay AndAlso (sTT(0) Is Nothing Or sTT(1) Is  
   Nothing) Then 
                MsgBox("Nincsenek megfelelően definiált Travel Time Section-ök a  
    modellben:" & vbCrLf & vbCrLf & sPath) 
                File.Move(sPath & ".original", sPath) 
                ProcessINP = False 
                Exit Function 
            End If 
 
 
            Using outfile As New StreamWriter(sPath) 
                outfile.Write(sFileContents.ToString()) 
            End Using 
        Next 
 
        ProcessINP = True 
 
    End Function 
 
 
 
    Sub SetModell(oViss As Vissim) 
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        Dim oInp As VehicleInput 
 
        oViss.Graphics.AttValue("VISUALIZATION") = 0 
        oViss.Simulation.Period = iSimOff + iSimTime 
 
        If My.Settings.settEval Then 
            With oViss.Evaluation 
                .AttValue("ANALYZER") = False 
                .AttValue("CONVERGENCE") = False 
                .AttValue("DATACOLLECTION") = False 
                .AttValue("DELAY") = True  
                .AttValue("EXPORT") = False 
                .AttValue("GREENTIMES") = False 
                .AttValue("LANECHANGE") = False 
                .AttValue("LINK") = False 
                .AttValue("MANAGEDLANES") = False 
                .AttValue("NETPERFORMANCE") = False 
                .AttValue("NODE") = False 
                .AttValue("PATHS") = False 
                .AttValue("PEDDATACOLLECTION") = False 
                .AttValue("PEDPROTOCOL") = False 
                .AttValue("PEDQUEUEEVALUATION") = False 
                .AttValue("PEDTRAVELTIME") = False 
                .AttValue("PUBLICWAITTIME") = False 
                .AttValue("OBSERVER") = False 
                .AttValue("QUEUECOUNTER") = False 
                .AttValue("SCDETRECORD") = False 
                .AttValue("SIGNALCHANGES") = False 
                .AttValue("SPECIAL") = False 
                .AttValue("TRAVELTIME") = False 
                .AttValue("VEHICLEINPUT") = False 
                .AttValue("VEHICLERECORD") = False 
            End With 
            oViss.Evaluation.DelayEvaluation.AttValue("FILE") = True 
            oViss.Evaluation.DelayEvaluation.AttValue("COMPILED") = True 
            oViss.Evaluation.DelayEvaluation.AttValue("RAW") = False 
        End If 
 
        For Each oInp In oViss.Net.VehicleInputs 
            oInp.AttValue("TIMEFROM") = 0 
            oInp.AttValue("TIMEUNTIL") = iSimOff + iSimTime 
            oInp.AttValue("TRAFFICCOMPOSITION") = 1 
        Next oInp 
 
        oViss.Simulation.Speed = -1 * Abs(oViss.Simulation.Speed) 
 
    End Sub 
 
 
    Public Function ProcessVols(sVols As String, vol As Single) As Integer(,) 
        Dim i As Integer 
        Dim vols(1, 999) As Integer 
        Dim s() As String 
 
        s = sVols.Split(";") 
        ReDim vols(1, s.Count / 2 - 1) 
        For i = 0 To s.Count - 1 Step 2 
            vols(0, i / 2) = CInt(s(i)) 
            If s(i + 1) = "" Then _ 
                vols(1, i / 2) = 0 Else _ 
                vols(1, i / 2) = CInt(s(i + 1) / 100 * vol) 
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        Next i 
 
        ProcessVols = vols 
 
    End Function 
 
 
    Public Function ProcessVolsOLD(dgv As Windows.Forms.DataGridView, vol As Single) 
  As Integer(,) 
        Dim i As Integer 
        Dim vols(1, 999) As Integer 
 
        With dgv 
            i = 0 
            Do Until i > .Rows.Count - 2 OrElse .Rows(i).Cells(0).Value = "" 
                vols(0, i) = CInt(.Rows(i).Cells(0).Value) 
                If .Rows(i).Cells(1).Value <> "" Then _ 
                    vols(1, i) = CInt(CSng(.Rows(i).Cells(1).Value) * vol) 
                i += 1 
            Loop 
        End With 
 
        ReDim Preserve vols(1, i - 2) 
        ProcessVolsOLD = vols 
 
    End Function 
 
 
    Sub FormatXL(ByRef oSheet As Excel.Worksheet) 
 
        With oSheet.Range("A:I") 
            .HorizontalAlignment = Excel.XlHAlign.xlHAlignLeft 
            .VerticalAlignment = Excel.XlVAlign.xlVAlignCenter 
        End With 
        With oSheet.Range("A:A") 
            .WrapText = True 
            .Font.Size = 6 
            .ColumnWidth = 28 
        End With 
        With oSheet.Range("1:1") 
            .RowHeight = 275 
            .Font.Size = 10 
            .Font.Bold = True 
            .WrapText = True 
            .HorizontalAlignment = Excel.XlHAlign.xlHAlignCenter 
            .VerticalAlignment = Excel.XlVAlign.xlVAlignBottom 
        End With 
        oSheet.Range("B:B").ColumnWidth = 17 
        oSheet.Range("C:I").ColumnWidth = 8 
        oSheet.Range("A1").Value = "modell könyvtár" 
        oSheet.Range("B1").Value = "modell" 
        oSheet.Range("C1").Value = "főirány forg" 
        oSheet.Range("D1").Value = "mellékir forg" 
        oSheet.Range("E1").Value = "tgk arány" 
        oSheet.Range("F1").Value = "random seed" 
        oSheet.Range("G1").Value = "áthaladó jármű" 
        oSheet.Range("H1").Value = "időveszt" 
        oSheet.Range("I1").Value = "irány" 
 
        oSheet.Application.ActiveWindow.SplitRow = 1 
    End Sub 
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    Sub ChartXL(ByRef oSheet As Excel.Worksheet, ByRef oRng As Excel.Range) 
        Dim oChart As Excel.Chart 
        Dim xMax As Double = 0 
        Dim yMax As Double = 0 
        Dim oRng2 As Excel.Range 
        Dim oCell As Excel.Range 
 
        oRng2 = oRng.Columns(1)  
        For Each oCell In oRng2.Cells 
            If oCell.Value Is Nothing Then Exit For 
            If IsNumeric(oCell.Value) AndAlso oCell.Value > xMax Then xMax =  
   oCell.Value 
        Next 
        oRng2 = oRng.Columns(2) 
        For Each oCell In oRng2.Cells 
            If oCell.Value Is Nothing Then Exit For  
            If IsNumeric(oCell.Value) AndAlso oCell.Value > yMax Then yMax =  
   oCell.Value 
        Next 
 
        oChart = oSheet.Shapes.AddChart(Excel.XlChartType.xlXYScatter, 0.0#, 0.0#, 
   600.0#, 250.0#).Chart 
        With oChart 
            .SetSourceData(oRng) 
            .HasTitle = False 
            .HasLegend = False 
 
            .Axes(Excel.XlAxisType.xlCategory).crossesat = 0 
            .Axes(Excel.XlAxisType.xlCategory).minimumscale = 0 
            .Axes(Excel.XlAxisType.xlCategory).maximumscale = xMax 
            .Axes(Excel.XlAxisType.xlCategory).minorunit = 50 
            .Axes(Excel.XlAxisType.xlCategory).majorunit = 250 
            .Axes(Excel.XlAxisType.xlCategory).minortickmark =     
    Excel.XlTickMark.xlTickMarkOutside 
            .Axes(Excel.XlAxisType.xlCategory).majortickmark =     
    Excel.XlTickMark.xlTickMarkCross 
            '.Axes(Excel.XlAxisType.xlCategory).axistitle = "forgalom" 
 
            .Axes(Excel.XlAxisType.xlValue).crossesat = 0 
            .Axes(Excel.XlAxisType.xlValue).minimumscale = 0 
            .Axes(Excel.XlAxisType.xlValue).maximumscale = yMax 
            .Axes(Excel.XlAxisType.xlValue).minorunit = 1 
            .Axes(Excel.XlAxisType.xlValue).majorunit = 5 
            .Axes(Excel.XlAxisType.xlValue).minortickmark =     
    Excel.XlTickMark.xlTickMarkOutside 
            .Axes(Excel.XlAxisType.xlValue).majortickmark =     
    Excel.XlTickMark.xlTickMarkCross 
            '.Axes(Excel.XlAxisType.xlValue).axistitle = "időveszt" 
 
            .SeriesCollection(1).markerstyle = 8 
            .SeriesCollection(1).markersize = 3 
        End With 
 
 
    End Sub 
 
    Sub PutXL(ByRef oSheet As Excel.Worksheet, ByVal sData() As String, ByVal nRow 
As Integer, Optional congested As Boolean = False) 
        With oSheet 
            .Cells(nRow, 1) = sData(0)   'elérési út 
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            .Cells(nRow, 2) = sData(1)   'futtatott modell 
            .Cells(nRow, 3) = sData(2)  'főirány forgalma 
            .Cells(nRow, 4) = sData(3)  'mellékirány forgalma 
            .Cells(nRow, 5) = sData(4)  'tgk arány 
            .Cells(nRow, 6) = sData(5)  'random seed 
            .Cells(nRow + 1, 1) = sData(0)   'elérési út 
            .Cells(nRow + 1, 2) = sData(1)   'futtatott modell 
            .Cells(nRow + 1, 3) = sData(2)  'főirány forgalma 
            .Cells(nRow + 1, 4) = sData(3)  'mellékirány forgalma 
            .Cells(nRow + 1, 5) = sData(4)  'tgk arány 
            .Cells(nRow + 1, 6) = sData(5)  'random seed 
 
            .Cells(nRow, 7) = sData(10)  'áthaladó járműszám 1 
            .Cells(nRow, 8) = sData(7).Replace(",", ".")  'időveszteség 1 
            .Cells(nRow, 9) = My.Settings.settCodeTT1 
            .Cells(nRow + 1, 7) = sData(16) 'áthaladó járműszám 2 
            .Cells(nRow + 1, 8) = sData(13).Replace(",", ".") 'időveszteség 2 
            .Cells(nRow + 1, 9) = My.Settings.settCodeTT2 
 
            If congested Then 
                .Cells(nRow, 10) = "CONGESTED" 
                .Cells(nRow + 1, 10) = "CONGESTED" 
            End If 
 
        End With 
    End Sub 
 
    Sub FinXL(ByRef oSheet As Excel.Worksheet) 
 
        Dim s As String 
        Dim i As Integer 
        Dim j As Integer 
        Dim oModellek As Excel.Shape 
 
        With oSheet 
            j = 2 
            s = .Cells(j, 1).Value 
            For i = j To .UsedRange.Rows.Count + 1 
                If .Cells(i, 1).value <> s Then 
                    If j + 1 <= i - 1 Then 
                        .Range(.Cells(j + 1, 1), .Cells(i - 1, 1)).Clear() 
                        .Range(.Cells(j, 1), .Cells(i - 1, 1)).Merge() 
                    End If 
                    s = .Cells(i, 1).Value 
                    j = i 
                End If 
            Next 
        End With 
 
        oSheet.Range("B:I").Select() 
        oSheet.Application.Selection.AutoFilter() 
    End Sub 
 
 
    Private Sub SzipFolder(ByVal sPath As String) 
        Dim sFile As String = sPath & ".7z" 
        Dim sCommand As String 
 
        If File.Exists(sFile) Then File.Delete(sFile) 
        sCommand = """" & s7zPath & """ a -t7z """ & sFile & """ """ & sPath & """ -
   mx=9 -r" 
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        Shell(sCommand, , True) 
 
    End Sub 
 
 
    Sub PathList(ByVal d As DirectoryInfo) 
        Dim fis As FileInfo() 
        Dim fi As FileInfo 
 
        fis = d.GetFiles() 
        For Each fi In fis 
            If fi.Extension = ".inp" Then 
                sPathList.Add(fi.FullName) 
                'If fi.FullName.Length > iMaxchr Then iMaxchr = fi.FullName.Length 
            End If 
        Next fi 
 
        Dim dis As DirectoryInfo() = d.GetDirectories()    ' alkönyvtár tartalmak 
        Dim di As DirectoryInfo 
        For Each di In dis 
            PathList(di) 
        Next di 
 
    End Sub 
 
End Module 
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1.2 User Interface 
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2 NLLSM function fitting 

The following program code developed by the author solves the function fitting problem. For 

efficiency, operations of linear algebra are implemented with the MathNET Numerics package. 

2.1 Program code 

Imports MathNet.Numerics 
Imports MathNet.Numerics.LinearAlgebra 
Imports MathNet.Numerics.Providers.LinearAlgebra.Mkl 
 
Public Class modelFunction 
    Public Property par As Vector(Of Double) 
    Public Function calc(t As Double) As Double 
        If (pf(2) * par(2)) = 1 Then 
            Return vbNull 
        Else 
            Return (pf(0) * par(0)) * ((pf(1) * par(1)) + _ 
                         Sqrt((pf(2) * par(2)) ^ 2 * ((pf(3) * par(3)) - t) ^ 2 + 
    ((2 * (pf(2) * par(2)) - 1) / (2 * (pf(2) * par(2)) - 2)) ^ 2) 
    - pf(2) * par(2)) * ((pf(3) * par(3)) - t) - _ 
                         (2 * (pf(2) * par(2)) - 1) / (2 * (pf(2) * par(2)) - 2)) 
        End If 
    End Function 
End Class 
 
Public Class JacobianDerivate 
    Public Property par As Vector(Of Double) 
    Public Function calc(derivate As Integer, t As Double) As Double 
        Select Case derivate 
            Case 1 
                Return pf(0) * _ 
                    ((pf(1) * par(1)) + _ 
                     Sqrt((pf(2) * par(2)) ^ 2 * ((pf(3) * par(3)) - t) ^ 2 + ((2 * 
    (pf(2) * par(2)) - 1) / (2 * (pf(2) * par(2)) - 2)) ^ 2) - 
                     (pf(2) * par(2)) * ((pf(3) * par(3)) - t) - _ 
                     (2 * (pf(2) * par(2)) - 1) / (2 * (pf(2) * par(2)) - 2)) 
            Case 2 
                Return (pf(0) * par(0)) * pf(1) 
            Case 3 
                Return (pf(0) * par(0)) * _ 
                    (((pf(2) * par(2)) * pf(2) * ((pf(3) * par(3)) - t) ^ 2 - (4 *  
    (pf(2) * par(2)) * pf(2) - 2 * pf(2)) / (2 * (pf(2) * par(2)) 
    - 2) ^ 3) / _ 
                     Sqrt((pf(2) * par(2)) ^ 2 * ((pf(3) * par(3)) - t) ^ 2 + ((2 * 
    (pf(2) * par(2)) - 1) / (2 * (pf(2) * par(2)) - 2)) ^ 2) - _ 
                     (pf(3) * par(3)) * pf(2) + t * pf(2) + _ 
                     2 * pf(2) / (2 * (pf(2) * par(2)) - 2) ^ 2) 
            Case 4 
                Return (pf(0) * par(0)) * _ 
                    (((pf(2) * par(2)) ^ 2 * ((pf(3) * par(3)) - t)) / _ 
                     Sqrt((pf(2) * par(2)) ^ 2 * ((pf(3) * par(3)) - t) ^ 2 + ((2 * 
    (pf(2) * par(2)) - 1) / (2 * (pf(2) * par(2)) - 2)) ^ 2) - _ 
                     (pf(2) * par(2)) * pf(3)) 
        End Select 
    End Function 
End Class  
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Module GENERAL 
    Public observedData As DataSet 
    Public fVect As Vector(Of Double) 'observed value 
    Public tVect As Vector(Of Double) 'observed variable 
    Public xVect As Vector(Of Double) 'function parameters 
    Public gVect As Vector(Of Double) 
    Public sVect As Vector(Of Double) 'step size 
    Public gNorm As Double 
    Public mf As New modelFunction 
    Public jd As New JacobianDerivate 
    Public ParamTable As New NLLSMDataSet.FitParamsDataTable 
    Public ParamAdapter As New NLLSMDataSetTableAdapters.FitParamsTableAdapter 
    Public ScaleTable As New NLLSMDataSet.ScaleFactorsDataTable 
    Public ScaleAdapter As New NLLSMDataSetTableAdapters.ScaleFactorsTableAdapter 
    Public ScatterTable As New NLLSMDataSet.ScatterParamsDataTable 
    Public ScatterAdapter As New NLLSMDataSetTableAdapters.ScatterParamsTableAdapter 
    Public pf() As Double 
End Module 
 
Module DataInput 
    Public Sub LoadData() 
        If observedData Is Nothing Then 
            observedData = New DataSet 
            observedData.ReadXml(My.Settings.filePath, XmlReadMode.ReadSchema) 
            With observedData.Tables("Results").Columns 
                If .Contains("ModelLength") And Not .Contains("RelativeDelay") Then 
_                    .Add("RelativeDelay", Type.GetType("System.Double"),  
          "Delay/ModelLength") 
            End With 
        End If 
 
        For ii As Integer = ParamTable.Rows.Count - 1 To 1 Step -1 
            ParamTable.Rows(ii).Delete() 
        Next 
    End Sub 
 
    Public Sub selectData() 
        Dim delayType As String 
        If MySettings.Default.relDel And _ 
            observedData.Tables("Results").Columns.Contains("RelativeDelay") Then _ 
            delayType = "RelativeDelay" Else _ 
            delayType = "Delay" 
 
        Dim tList As New List(Of Double) 
        Dim fList As New List(Of Double) 
 
        For Each drow As DataRow In observedData.Tables("Results").Select( _ 
            String.Format("{4}<{0} AND HGVratio={1} AND DelaySectNo={2} AND  
   ModelFile LIKE '{3}*'", My.Settings.delCut, My.Settings.HGVratio, 
   My.Settings.delSect, My.Settings.modelMatch, delayType), 
   String.Format("{0} ASC", "Vehicles")) 
            tList.Add(drow("Vehicles").ToString.toDbl) 
            fList.Add(drow(delayType).ToString.toDbl) 
        Next 
 
        tVect = Vector(Of Double).Build.DenseOfEnumerable(tList) 
        fVect = Vector(Of Double).Build.DenseOfEnumerable(fList) 
        gVect = Vector(Of Double).Build.Dense(tVect.Count) 
 
 
        With ParamTable.Rows(0) 
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            xVect = Vector(Of Double).Build.DenseOfArray({.Item(1), .Item(2), 
          .Item(3), .Item(4)}) 
        End With 
 
        If My.Settings.stepSize <> "" Then 
            With My.Settings.stepSize 
                sVect = Vector(Of Double).Build.DenseOfArray({.toDbl, .toDbl, 
           .toDbl, .toDbl}) 
            End With 
        Else 
            With ParamTable.Rows(1) 
                sVect = Vector(Of Double).Build.DenseOfArray({.Item(1), .Item(2), 
           .Item(3), .Item(4)}) 
            End With 
        End If 
 
        With ScaleTable.Rows(0) 
            pf = {1 / .Item(1), 1 / .Item(2), 1 / .Item(3), 1 / .Item(4)} 
        End With 
    End Sub 
End Module 
 
 
Module NLLSM 
 
    Public Sub calculate(maxIter As Integer, eps As Double, maxDamp As Integer, 
     stepSize As Double) 
        MathNet.Numerics.Control.UseNativeMKL() 
        MathNet.Numerics.Control.UseMultiThreading() 
 
        Dim yVect As Vector(Of Double) = Vector(Of Double).Build.Dense(xVect.Count) 
        Dim vVect As Vector(Of Double) = Vector(Of Double).Build.Dense(tVect.Count) 
        Dim Jmx As Matrix(Of Double) = Matrix(Of Double).Build.Dense(tVect.Count, 
        xVect.Count) 
        Dim stp As Double = stepSize 
 
        Dim iter As Integer = 0 
        Dim gNorm0 As Double 
        Do 
            mf.par = xVect 
            For ii As Integer = 0 To tVect.Count - 1 
                gVect(ii) = mf.calc(tVect(ii)) - fVect(ii) 
            Next 
 
            gNorm = gVect.Norm(2) 
            If iter = 0 Then 
                gNorm0 = gNorm 
                ParamTable.Rows(0)(5) = gNorm 
            End If 
 
            If gNorm < eps * (1 + gNorm0) Then Exit Do 
 
            jd.par = xVect 
            For ii As Integer = 0 To tVect.Count - 1 
                For jj As Integer = 0 To xVect.Count - 1 
                    Jmx(ii, jj) = jd.calc(jj + 1, tVect(ii)) 
                Next 
            Next 
            vVect = Jmx.TransposeThisAndMultiply(Jmx).Cholesky.Solve 
       (Jmx.TransposeThisAndMultiply(-1 * gVect)) 
            Dim success As Boolean = False 
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            For jj As Integer = 1 To maxDamp 
                yVect = xVect + stp * vVect 
 
                mf.par = yVect 
                For ii As Integer = 0 To tVect.Count - 1 
                    gVect(ii) = mf.calc(tVect(ii)) - fVect(ii) 
                Next 
 
                If gVect.Norm(2) < gNorm Then 
                    If jj = 1 Then 
                        stp = Min(1.2 * stp, stepSize) 
                    End If 
                    success = True 
                    Exit For 
                End If 
                stp = Max(0.7 * stp, 0.001 * stepSize) 
            Next 
 
            If Not success Then 
                Exit Do 
            End If 
 
            iter += 1 
            xVect = yVect.Clone 
            ParamTable.Rows.Add({iter, xVect(0), xVect(1), xVect(2), xVect(3),  
             gNorm}) 
        Loop While iter < maxIter 
 
        With ParamTable.Rows(ParamTable.Rows.Count - 1) 
            Clipboard.SetData(System.Windows.DataFormats.Text, Join(.ItemArray, 
            (vbCrLf))) 
        End With 
 
    End Sub 
End Module 
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2.2 User Interface 
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APPENDIX B 
Microsimulation model schematics 
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3x4L 

 

2x3Lin 
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3x3Lin 

 

2x4Lin 

 

3x4Lin 
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APPENDIX C 
Sample simulation results  
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1 Affection radii 

Following figures display the simulation results of a 3-leg junction with 1 through lane on the 

major road. Time slices were made at every 300 seconds. The sample displays actual traffic 

flow parameters from 6000-10800 seconds of the simulation, starting from left to right on every 

page in landscape orientation. 
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